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Abstract

The fast development of Information Communication Technologies (ICT)
o�ers new opportunities to realize future smart cities. To understand, man-
age and forecast the city's behavior, it is necessary the analysis of di�erent
kinds of data from the most varied dataset acquisition systems. The aim of
this research activity in the framework of Data Science and Complex Systems
Physics is to provide stakeholders with new knowledge tools to improve the
sustainability of mobility demand in future cities. Under this perspective,
the governance of mobility demand generated by large tourist �ows is be-
coming a vital issue for the quality of life in Italian cities' historical centers,
which will worsen in the next future due to the continuous globalization pro-
cess. Another critical theme is sustainable mobility, which aims to reduce
private transportation means in the cities and improve multimodal mobility.
We analyze the statistical properties of urban mobility of Venice, Rimini,
and Bologna by using di�erent datasets provided by companies and local au-
thorities. We develop algorithms and tools for cartography extraction, trips
reconstruction, multimodality classi�cation, and mobility simulation. We
show the existence of characteristic mobility paths and statistical properties
depending on transport means and user's kinds. Finally, we use our results
to model and simulate the overall behavior of the cars moving in the Emilia
Romagna Region and the pedestrians moving in Venice with software able
to replicate in silico the demand for mobility and its dynamic.
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Introduction

The fast development of Information Communication Technologies (ICT) of-
fers new opportunities for the realization of future smart cities [1, 2, 68�70].
The ubiquitous di�usion of the technological instruments allowed the col-
lection of large datasets, whose processing and modeling require innovative
analytical tools in the framework of big data analytics, which is one of the
future challenges of Complexity Science. Various authors have taken advan-
tage of the large georeferenced datasets that have been collected on indi-
viduals mobility to study the statistical laws at the base of human move-
ments [3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 54] and the dynamical properties of human mobility in
urban contexts [8, 9].
The aim of this research activity in the framework of Data Science and Com-
plex Systems Physics is to provide to stakeholders new knowledge tools to
improve the sustainability of mobility demand in future cities [5,12,13]. Un-
der this perspective, the governance of mobility demand generated by large
tourist �ows is becoming a key issue for the quality of life in the historic
centers of Italian cities, that will become even worse in the next future due
to the continuous globalization process [14�16]. On the one hand, the frailty
of historical centers puts at risk the cultural heritage in the presence of big
tourist �ows; on the other hand, the presence of tourists heavily conditions
the daily life of residents. However, the relevance of the tourism economy
advises against restriction policies that would limit a priori the tourist pres-
ences. The historical center of Venice is a paradigmatic case to study the
tourist �ows both for the predominantly pedestrian character of the Venetian
mobility and the unique features of its monuments that attract large crowds
all the year.
The perspective of future smart cities should consider another much-discussed
aspect: sustainable mobility. This theme is closely connected with the reduc-
tion of the overall impact of emissions on the environment. At the same time,
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it seems related to the improvement of life quality of citizens. One of the
critical issues for the development of e�ective policies towards sustainable
mobility is to reduce the use of private transportation means in the cities
and to improve multimodal mobility [37]. A possible approach requires un-
derstanding how the individuals realize the mobility demand in a city when
di�erent mobility networks and strategies are available [54�56]. In particu-
lar, we refer to the possibility of using various transport means (multimodal
mobility) when they are present, both decision mechanisms for the choice of
these and the physical interactions in the mobility networks during realiza-
tion of the mobility paths [38, 39].
The decision to use di�erent transport means could depend on the length of
the planned trip, on the expected duration, and the perceived convenience
of choice, but also on the di�erent individual attitudes [40]. For example,
in the case of cycling or pedestrian mobility, the trip length is directly re-
lated to the fatigue necessary to perform the trip. In contrast, in the case
of car mobility, one has to consider the stress related to driving in tra�c
conditions, the accessibility of the city to private cars, and the availability of
parking places. The planning of individual daily mobility can also in�uence
the choice of the transport means due to the necessity of performing several
activities during the same day. The ICTs could provide data on individual
mobility on a representative population sample, but it also opens relevant
problems for privacy. However, a Statistical Mechanics approach could point
out some universal features of the empirical distribution functions that allow
us to suggest suitable observables able to explain how individuals use di�er-
ent transport means in a given city [41]. The planning of governance policies
could use a complex systems approach that correlates the macroscopic sta-
tistical laws of human mobility with some features of individual behavior.
The cities of Rimini and Bologna are optimal cases to study the statistical
properties of di�erent mobility modalities and their interactions. Indeed, in
a complex system like the road network, some parts will be mainly used by
a single modality, and others will be traveled by more than one. It is pos-
sible to de�ne di�erent subnetworks and to think of the city as an overlay
of them with some contact points, that is, a multiplex network [48�50, 67].
Furthermore, Rimini and Bologna do not have a predominant tourist voca-
tion as Venice, and their structure allows the usage of sustainable means of
transport like buses or bikes.
If, on the one hand, the study and analysis of di�erent datasets can add
information about our knowledge of statistical properties and human behav-
ior, on the other hand, we can use this knowledge to model and simulate
the overall behavior of people living in the city. Having this in mind, we
developed a software able to replicate in silico the demand for mobility and
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its dynamic during the research activity [60]. This software gives the pre-
vious analysis the possibility of predicting the near-future activities, and it
gives stakeholders an instrument for describing and managing the city. This
instrument improves its performances and predictive capabilities if fed by a
stream of real-time data, whose implementation needs inevitable cooperation
among local administrations, researchers, and companies suppliers of devices
and infrastructures. In this context, two important projects are born. The
�rst one is SCR (Smart Control Room) involved the University of Bologna,
the City of Venice, and multiple companies like Telecom [30], Fabbricadig-
itale [32], and Venis [31]. The second one is S.LI. DES (Smart strategies
for sustainable tourism in LIvely cultural DEStinations) [35] that involves
di�erent partners, including the University of Bologna and �ve Italian and
Croatian municipalities: Bari, Venice, Ferrara, Dubrovnik, and Sibenik.

This thesis work will focus on studying three cities: Venice, Rimini, and
Bologna. They represent three di�erent cases of study, each with its available
datasets, analysis techniques, and results.
As regards Venice, we cope with the problem of understanding how the pedes-
trian �ows moved on the road network of the Venice historical center during
two di�erent periods: the Carnival of Venice 2017 (from 23-02-2017 up to
02-03-2017) and during the Festa del Redentore (from 14-07-2017 up to 16-07-
2017). We used two datasets provided by the Italian mobile phone company
TIM [30] containing GPS (Global Positioning System) data about a repre-
sentative sample of mobile devices, with an ID number that changes every 24
hours. The collection of GPS data is possible employing the new technolo-
gies currently being developed by NOKIA (Geosynthesis system). The data
provide anonymized GPS positions of a device each time certain types of
network activities are on. We have introduced restrictive conditions to iden-
tify an individual mobility path to reduce errors due to a lack of GPS data
when the mobile device is in an idle state. We have considered the problem
of the representativeness of our data sample performing a direct measure of
the pedestrian �ow on a bridge. The choice of studying the mobility during
signi�cant tourist events was made for two reasons: on the one hand, we
take advantage of the presence of many people to increase the penetration
of the mobile device sample to reconstruct pedestrian mobility; on the other
hand, there is a speci�c request to study the Venetian mobility during such
events, since the municipality has proposed to limit the tourist presence.
Moreover, at the moment, the development of counting systems for measur-
ing the tourist �ows in Venice is under discussion, and the actual numbers
are estimated using average data from transportation means. We are aware
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that an exhaustive understanding of pedestrian mobility in Venice certainly
requires further studies, which consider a long period of data collection but
in this research activity, we limit ourselves to face the problem of how to
extract relevant information on pedestrian mobility from the GPS datasets.
Both the chosen events attract big crowds of tourists still they present dif-
ferent features. The Carnival takes place in winter and Festa del Redentore
in summer, during the evening of 15 July. Carnival is a typical tourist fes-
tival with several scheduled events distributed throughout the city (even if
the main attractions are in San Marco square), whereas Festa del Redentore
is a religious festivity very important to the Venetians which attracts many
people arriving from the Venice district and attending to the �reworks along
the Giudecca Canal. For these reasons, we expect di�erences in the observed
mobility in the two case studies to be pointed out by our analysis. The dis-
tribution of devices detected by the phone cells network has been used to
measure the spatial activity patterns [17�19,65] or to estimate the evolution
of crowding into di�erent areas of a city [21�23]. After a preliminary data
analysis to select the devices that have provided a suitable amount of GPS
data, our approach is based on algorithms able to associate a daily mobility
path to each device. The main di�culties are the occasional character of the
mobile device activities that prevent the data collection at a �xed spatial
scale and the signal losses mainly due to the narrow roads in Venice.
To avoid the possible introduction of biases in our analysis, we prefer to follow
a big data approach reducing the numerousness of device samples drastically
and only reconstructing the mobility paths that satisfy well-de�ned reliability
criteria. Consequently, our method cannot detect critical crowding situations
localized on the road network. Still, it succeeds in highlighting the dynamic
features of pedestrian mobility during the considered events. In particular,
the presented results refer to days of 26 Feb 2017 (Carnival Sunday) and
15 Jul 2017 (Redentore day), during which the presence of tourists was par-
ticularly relevant. We have then checked the penetration of the sample by
comparing the estimated pedestrian �ows aggregated at each hour, with a
direct measure performed by volunteers on the Redentore bridge, a large
amount of people crosses that due to the presence of �reworks show on the
Giudecca Canal.
The main results of this work are about the emergence of a di�usion-like
relation between the covered distance and the elapsed time s ∝ tα with
α ≃ 1/2 and the existence of preferred mobility connected subnetworks of
the whole road network able to take into account the majority of the ob-
served mobility [24]. In the �rst case, we suggest the existence of a travel
time budget [26, 27, 61] for pedestrian mobility in Venice and, we introduce
the concept of rest times during individual mobility, which could play an
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important role in the construction of dynamic models for tourist �ows. In
the second case, our results highlight that mobility subnetworks can simplify
the monitoring and controlling the problem of the tourist �ows and help the
de�nition of models. Thanks to the information in the datasets, we can also
distinguish between Italian and foreign visitors and point out the existence
of di�erent mobility paths for the two categories.

Regarding the city of Rimini, we used data stored from 07-08-2020 to
17-08-2020, the high period of the summer season, which coincides with the
Italian's favorite week for the vacation. Furthermore, due to the current
pandemic situation, in 2020, there was an increased regional and domestic
tourism. With this dataset, the main challenge was implementing a classi�er
to distinguish trips performed with a particular mean of transport start-
ing from statistical properties [63�66]. Indeed, in contrast to the Bologna
dataset, we do not have a classi�cation made by the users. Still, the data
provided by Telecom are extracts of activities potentially performed on any
means of transport. We downsampled the dataset using a spatial clustering
procedure with a �xed radius, then georeferenced the remained records and
connected them through the best path algorithm [59]. Finally, we used more
�lters to discard the trips with non-signi�cant properties, like trips too short
or too long in length and time. The �rsts one is due to the data acquisition
system (the dataset contains just tracks of an entire real trip). Instead, the
seconds one may be due to professional drivers or people who use devices
constantly connected in a single activity. Furthermore, after the path recon-
struction, it is possible to delete the trips with an average speed physically
impossible (indicative of low accuracy or errors in GPS acquisition). We
evaluate the penetration of the Telecom sample, equal to ≃ 1.51%, through
a cross-reference with MTS data provided by Emilia-Romagna Region for
the entire week.
The analysis of global statistical properties (before classi�cation) shows the
coexistence of di�erent kinds of mobility: the power-law trend of length and
time distribution and the presence of more peaks in the average speed pro�le
prove the multimodality presence. So we implemented the Fuzzy C-Means
clustering algorithm (FCM) [57, 58] to disaggregate trips according to four
features: the sinuosity, the average, the maximum, and the minimum speed.
We classi�ed four di�erent classes representing: pedestrian mobility, slow ur-
ban mobility, vehicular mobility, and highway mobility. Excluding the faster
class, we can observe that the time and length trends follow the exponential
law, and they collapse on the same curve if we normalize the distributions
on their average values.
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Furthermore, we identi�ed the fully connected subnetworks mainly used by
each class. They involve di�erent roads of the entire network, highlighting
the interpretation of the city like a multilayer. Finally, we observed the re-
lationship between speed and density in a more minor part of the network,
following the approach of Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) [47].

In work involving the metropolitan area of Bologna, we take advantage
of the availability of two datasets to study the statistical properties of mul-
timodal mobility in an urban context. In particular, the Bella Mossa [44]
dataset contains a sample of the trajectories traveled by bike or by walking.
These are collected using a speci�c app. The Octo Telematics [45] dataset
contains a sample of private car trajectories collected for insurance reasons.
These data have GPS quality and provide accurate information on the path
length, the travel time, and the average velocity of each recorded path on a
population sample. We perform a detailed analysis of the statistical features
of these observables for the di�erent transport to show the consistency with
similar results in the literature [25, 42] using other datasets and the possi-
bility of de�ning mobility energy that explains the statistical distributions
according to a Maximal Entropy Principle. Our analysis suggests that we
can consider the travel time as universal mobility energy consistent with the
concept of travel time budget proposed in the literature [43]. The main goal
is to propose a simple model that explains the main features of the travel
time distribution for the di�erent transport means and that can be related to
a decision mechanism at an individual level for their choice. The economists
introduced the concept of cost function and logit models to model decision
mechanisms that inspired our approach. Making a correspondence between
the mobility cost function and the energy concept in statistical physics re-
lated to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, we de�ne a survival model. It
can describe the empirical travel time distributions in the pedestrian, bike,
and private car mobility cases using three parameters whose physical mean-
ing is time cost, convenience, and typical trip duration. The three parameters
explain the di�erences in the travel time distributions and the observed col-
lapse of the distributions for the bike and car mobility when one normalized
the travel times with the average value. The three-time scales of the survival
models could also be used to compare the features of multimodal mobility in
di�erent cities where there are present speci�c transport networks or speci�c
policies that have been realized to reduce private tra�c. The survival model
could also be useful for the development of urban mobility models that in-
troduce a decision mechanism at an individual level to simulate the urban
mobility using di�erent transport means, in agreement with the empirical
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statistical distributions.

The thesis work is organized as follows: In the �rst chapter, we describe
the three cities taken into account, highlighting their peculiarities and re-
quirements. We then describe each available dataset speci�cally. The second
chapter is dedicated to explaining the implemented algorithms, grouped in
three categories: algorithms for cartography extraction and management, al-
gorithms for analysis, and algorithms for simulation. In the third chapter,
we reported the obtained results for each case of study. In the last section of
each of these, the conclusive remarks are reported.
Some of the results of this thesis have been collected in two papers and have
been published during the PhD:

� Mizzi, C; Fabbri, A; Rambaldi, S et al. Unraveling pedestrian mobility
on a road network using ICTs data during great tourist events EPJ
Data Sci. 7 44 (2018).

� Mizzi, C; Fabbri, A; Colombini, G; Bertini, F; Bazzani, A Universal
properties of multimodal human mobility: a statistical physics point of
view arXiv:2107.10546 (2021)

The implemented codes are available on https://github.com/physycom.
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Chapter 1

Datasets and Cities of interest

1.1 Cities like case study

The adjective smart referred to as city includes the ability to focus and use
di�erent kinds of data from the most varied dataset acquisition systems to
understand, manage and forecast the behavior of the city. This thing is pos-
sible only by combining the most useful information extracted from many
available raw data. The term behavior of the city, in this context, indicates
the dynamics related to the mobility of users and citizens but also socio-
economic and environmental factors.
Even though cities have some standard features, they are often characterized
by di�erent requirements: for instance, the commercial, industrial or tourist
vocation of the city, the geographical factors, the structure of the dimension
of the road network. These di�erences point to diversifying the analysis of
cities: we can focus on some problems rather than others depending on the
main features of the city of interest.

For this reason, this thesis work will focus on data, techniques, and results
obtained by the analysis of three Italian cities with unique characteristics
very di�erent from each other.

1. Venice

Venice is a city situated in the North-East side of Italy. It includes
a modern and industrialized part accessible with any means of trans-
portation and the historical center, which appears as an island con-
nected to the Italian peninsula through a strip of land.
The latter is the most interesting part of our work because it repre-
sents a paradigmatic case study. Indeed, the historical center was built
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Figure 1.1: Road network of Venice (Italy).

on a shallow swamp by planting trunks of trees, one close to the other,
deep enough to reach solid ground. The poles driven into the mud have
become so strong and cemented together that they have remained in
excellent condition for centuries. For this reason, the Island of Venice
is shaped by the presence of canals and bridges that confer to this city
the predominantly pedestrian character of Venetian mobility. Further-
more, the island can be reached by train and car by the stretch of land
or with a water bus: few points of access exist.
For its architectural peculiarity and historical buildings, Venice is one
of the most visited cities in Italy, attracting large crowds of visitors all
the year. The annual report of tourism drawn up by the Department
of Tourism reported almost 9 million tourists for the historic center of
Venice in 2019, 88% of which are foreigners.
The historical city has a surface of 6.7km2 for approximately 55,000 in-
habitants. This value can grow up to double during signi�cant tourist
events. The presence of large tourist �ows threatens the preservation
of cultural heritage.
It is therefore evident that a city with these particular characteristics
has speci�c problems related to the governance of mobility. Indeed,
the frailty of the cultural heritage is incompatible with the presence of
large tourist �ows, which heavily conditions residents' daily lives.
However, the relevance of the tourism economy advises against restric-
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Figure 1.2: Road network of Rimini (Italy).

tion policies that would limit a priori the tourist's number. For these
reasons, for the analysis of Venice, we focused on understanding and
estimating the mobility pattern both global and disaggregated for kind
of road-network users: tourists, citizens, or commuters. We are also
interested in overcrowding studies due to signi�cant and rare events
with the possibility to predict extremes.

2. Rimini

The second city which we consider is Rimini. Rimini is the capital of the
homonymous province, one of the eight provinces in Emilia Romagna.
Speci�cally, Rimini is situated on the east coast of the region, and
with its almost 149,000 inhabitants (ISTAT data 2019) and, 134km2

represents a summer resort of international importance. Indeed, Rimini
is located on Riviera Romagnola where it extends for about 15 km along
the Adriatic coast with a series of bathing establishments.
For these reasons, Rimini is a dynamic city with a completely di�erent
behavior during the summer season and the rest of the year. Indeed,
during most days of the year, there is the classical circadian rhythm,
particularly for the vehicular tra�c outgoing and incoming from the
city center, with two peaks corresponding with the beginning and the
end of the working day. In this period, mobility from the center to the
coast is scarce. Otherwise, signi�cant �uxes towards the coast and intra
coastal municipalities surrounding Rimini exist during the summer.
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Figure 1.3: Road network of Bologna (Italy).

We will focus in particular on this last period since it allows us to
point out the di�erences between various kinds of mobility performed
on di�erent means of transportation. The goal is to highlight the paths
most commonly used by a particular type of city user or by a speci�c
means of transport to provide information able to make the viability
longer complies with the demand for mobility.

3. Bologna

The latest city taken into account is Bologna, one of the biggest cities
in Central Italy. It is crucial because it is a major hub for rail and road
networks connecting important economic and tourist cities like Milan,
Venice, Florence, and Rome.
Bologna, with its 140.9 km2 of dimension and a resident population of
almost 395,000 inhabitants (ISTAT data 2019), represents a city with
a good balance between tourists and citizens which highlights the dual
nature of city: tourist and economic one. In addition, the annual re-
port on tourist mobility of Emilia Romagna declares approximately 1.5
million presences in 2019. Then the ratio between tourists and inhab-
itants is about 3.8, a minimum value compared with the one for the
city of Venice, which is 163.6.
Bologna is also essential for the role of the University, the oldest one in
the world, situated mainly in the historical center. However, in recent
years some departments were moved to more suburban areas. For this
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reason, this city attracts many students from Italy and abroad who
need to live and move within the city center, in most cases without a
private car but rather by foot, bike or bus.
Furthermore, the province of Bologna is full of companies, and for this
reason, there exist people who decide to live close to the city and travel
outside daily. All these aspects generate critical circadian vehicular
mobility.
For all these reasons, Bologna represents a perfect city for the multi-
modality study, which consists of the disaggregation, analysis, and
modeling of trips with di�erent means of transportation. The goal
is to understand the actual use of the road network to provide new
knowledge tools to improve the sustainability of the mobility demand
in future cities. With this singular spirit, in recent years, many projects
have been born to promote smart and sustainable mobility.

1.2 Datasets description

We can use di�erent kinds of data to describe, analyze and model the be-
havior of the city. Generally, there exist various acquisition technologies or
devices themselves. These lead to the possibility of achieving data that best
highlight a particular aspect of mobility, such as the origin and destination
of the trip, the daily �uxes on the roads, or the diversi�ed use of roads from
di�erent means of transportation. The data scientist's ability consists of
extracting useful information from each set of data and combining them to
obtain not just a sum but an augmentation of information.
For this reason, the analysis of di�erent data sources and the comparison and
mixing of the latter is widespread, particularly when we try to understand
the mobility in the city. In this case, we can use data from telephone opera-
tors or apps installed on phones and data o�ered by the municipal services.
Many cities are equipped with coils or cameras installed for monitoring and
counting the crossing of vehicles or people on the main roads of the city net-
work.
We are now introducing the di�erent kinds of data that we used to analyze
Venice, Bologna, and Rimini. In this description, we can divide data into two
sets. The �rst one contains a data type already known and used in literature
to study other cities. The second one has innovative data.

Known datasets
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1.2.1 The Olivetti dataset (OD)

The dataset provided by Olivetti [62] covers a period starting the 01-01-2020
and ending the 31-03-2020 and involves the entire Emilia-Romagna region.
This data are collected thanks to a system that recognizes to which cellphone
tower the device is connected. The devices considered are only those sub-
scribed to the Italian phone company TIM [30], approximately 1/3 of the
population having a device. In this way, we can know how many and which
movements exist from one ACE to another. This dataset has a precision
of 1 hour. It is necessary to introduce this concept since it represents the
spatial precision of this dataset: ACE stands for Census Area, and it was de-
�ned by the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT). Essentially, the
ACEs are areas with di�erent shapes and dimensions speci�ed by municipal
boundaries or eventual geographical barriers like rivers, canals, or ditches.
The characteristic is that these areas also consider social and demographic
data to obtain inhabitants ranging from 13 to 18 thousand, subjects to ex-
ceptions. For this reason, in the center of cities, the ACE density is greater,
but the spatial size is smaller than in the peripheral areas.
Now we can understand the �elds present in the original dataset. We have:

� DATE: the date in which the data was recorded.

� HOUR: this is in the format "hh:mm" and indicates the reference hour
respect of which there was a movement during the hour before.

� ORIGIN_ACE: an alphanumerical code de�ned a particular area from
which the movement originated. From this code, it is possible to iden-
tify the geographical shape of ACE.

� DESTINATION_ACE: it is an alphanumerical code that de�nes the
ACE of destination.

� OCCURRENCES: number of people that move from ACE of origin to
ACE of destination.

Therefore, if we have "01-01-2020;12:00;A;B;5", it means that 5 people lo-
cated in B at 12:00, were in A between the 11:00 and 11:59.

The peculiarity of this kind of data is that they allow the construction of
a dynamic Origin-Destination (OD) matrix with an hourly resolution during
the analysis period. These dataset results are very useful for the input of
simulation described in 2.3 because they allow the reconstruction of average
oriented demand for mobility, as we will see in the last part of chapter 3.
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1.2.2 The MTS dataset by Emilia-Romagna Region

Thanks to a collaboration with the Emilia-Romagna region, we had the op-
portunity to analyze the dataset coming from sensors situated below the road
surface and made of a coil sensitive to the passage of any vehicle. It is about
a monitoring system, called MTS, installed in the entire regional area on the
main roads to control the road network and the congestion situation on a
speci�c street. This technology consists of about 300 coils able to determine
the tra�c in both directions and recognize the kind of vehicle: car, medium
or a big truck, lorry and bus. There exist di�erent formats for this dataset,
but the main information is always the same:

� DATE_TIME: the day and hour in which the count is stored. The time
resolution is at 15 minutes, so the count represents an aggregation of
all vehicles passed in the previous quarter of an hour.

� DIRECTION: the travel direction of counted vehicles. Generally, each
coil has two opposite directions identi�ed with ID "0" and "1", but
there may be rare cases of a street with more than one lane for each
direction identi�ed with numbers "2" and "3". An attached dataset
provides the localization of each coil. These have geographical coor-
dinates, and each ID's direction is expressed like "from Bologna to
Modena." One of the �rst problems is related to matching the 0 or 1
direction with Tail-Front or Front-Tail direction of poly (see section 2.1
for more details). This operation was made by hand with the aid of
some visual tools.

� COIL_ID: This number identi�es the coil, and it is the same present
in the dataset of location. The localization of the coil allows you to
associate a street of cartography to each data stream.

� COUNT: number of vehicles from a speci�c type counted in the quarter
of hour considered.

� VEHICLE_TYPE: this is an identi�cation number de�ning a kind of
vehicle.

The �rst available dataset covers the period from 01-02-2020 to 31-03-2020,
but later we had access to other periods enabling in this way the observation
of seasonal changes in the mobility demand and its distribution.

The most interesting aspect is that it is possible to reconstruct a signal
of occurrences with a resolution time of 15 minutes with this kind of data.
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Since there exists a period of overlapping between OD and Coil data, we can
use the �rst as input and the second as validation in the simulation done
with algorithms described in 2.3.

1.2.3 The Bella Mossa dataset

In the city of Bologna we take advantage on the availability of datasets on
urban tra�c that contains a sample of anonymized trajectories with GPS
quality: the Bella Mossa dataset. It is recorded on a period of 6 months
during 2017 (from April to September) and it contains information on the
pedestrian and cycling mobility in the historical center and in the periphery
of Bologna.
The Bella Mossa dataset has been made available thanks to collaboration
with the company SRM reti e mobilità srl that o�ered the use of an app
to the citizens with the aim to improve the sustainable mobility: this is
not a open dataset but it can be accessible on request to company. When
activated, the app allowed to collect GPS data each 2 seconds on the tra-
jectory performed by an individual that has also the possibility of declaring
the transportation mean associated to each trip. The data recording started
when the app is switched on and terminated when the app is switched o�,
then each trajectory is associated to an anonymized id so that there is no
possibility of tracking individuals. The Bella Mossa initiative has involved
≃ 104 citizens in Bologna.
The dataset consists of the following �elds:

� ActivityId: an identi�cation number for the activity. This is assigned
whenever a user switches on the app.

� ActivityType: the kind of transport used for the trip declared by the
user itself. The majority of these are "Cicle" and "Walk" type but
"Bus" and "Car sharing" are also present.

� Time: the instant of data recording.

� Latitude and Longitude: GPS coordinates of activity record.

� Accuracy: measure in meters for the position accuracy.

� Speed: velocity in m/s measured in real-time trough the GPS system
of device.
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The advantage of this dataset is that the means of transport is self-declared
by users, therefore it is possible to disaggregate the kind on mobility and to
observe both the statistical di�erence between cycle and pedestrian trip and
the di�erent chosen for the two mobility strategies. Finally, it is necessary
to highlight that since the Bella Mossa campaign aimed to promote the sus-
tainable mobility through a dynamic of reward with score, it is not excluded
that some false declarations about the kind of used transport could exist.
Furthermore, it is necessary to consider the possible bias since the statistical
sample analysed is made up of sporty and probably younger people.

1.2.4 The Octo telematics dataset

The Octo telematics [45] dataset contains information on the vehicle mobil-
ity in Bologna's historical center and peripheral area (the area is comparable
with that of the Bella Mossa dataset). These data are recorded for insurance
reasons on a sample of private vehicles. Previous studies have pointed out
that the sample penetration can be estimated as ≃ 5% of the whole daily
vehicle population moving in Bologna by comparing the expected tra�c �ow
along the main roads with the recorded tra�c �ow data by magnetic coils.
The dataset contains a sampling of the vehicle trajectories at a spatial scale
of 2 km or at a time scale of 30 seconds with the quality of a GPS datum;
the data refer to September 2016 and contains ≃ 6 × 105 trajectories. This
dataset is not open due to privacy problems, and it is possible to share only
aggregated information. The reconstruction of the actual trajectories is com-
plex due to the complexity of the urban road network. We have information
about the location of each journey's starting and ending points: correspond-
ing to the power on and o� of the engine. We also know the duration and the
path length. The latter is automatically computed by the devices installed
on the vehicle using GPS data. Therefore, we have good quality data on
the path lengths, the duration, and the average velocity of personal urban
mobility with the possibility of distinguishing rush hours from normal tra�c
conditions.

Innovative datasets

1.2.5 The MDT dataset by Telecom

Among innovative datasets, the MDT must be mentioned. Indeed, regarding
the Mobile operators, the standard ETSI 3GPP (third Generation Partner
Projects) service has been introduced in the provision of 3G and 4G mo-
bile networks in recent years. In this way, an improvement of data could be
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obtained by matching the GPS position with the radio measurements infor-
mation available in mobile terminals as the most recent smartphones. The
data thus obtained are referred to MDT, an acronym that stands for Mini-
mization of Drive Test. The collection of data presented in our studies was
carried out through Nokia's Geosynthesis system.
Therefore, the characteristic of these data is related to the possibility of col-
lecting GPS coordinates with great accuracy for each user "activity". This
latter term means any cell phone activity as calls, sending messages, app or
navigator usage, etc.
MDT data have been provided for all the three cities studied in di�erent
periods and, except for some minor features that we neglect in our analysis,
the sets always have the same skeleton composed of the following �elds:

� CALL_ID: identi�cation number unique for activity. It changes when-
ever the user ends an activity and starts another one.

� TIME: it indicates the instant of time in which the datum was recorded.
It could have di�erent formats from the more readable datetime as
�2020-02-10 14:00:00�, to the number of seconds from an initial date.

� LATITUDE: latitude in the WGS84 geographic coordinates system.

� LONGITUDE: longitude in the WGS84 geographic coordinates system.

� UNCERT_SEM_MJR: it is expressed in meters, and it describes the
distance from the major axes of the GPS uncertainty ellipse (not nec-
essarily present).

� ALTITUDE: it is the elevation above sea levels. It is expressed in
meters (not necessarily present).

� SPEED_KMH: it is the speed recorded. It is expressed in kilometers
per hour (not necessarily present).

The available MDT data cover di�erent periods according to the analyzed
city. In particular, the most recent data are those of Rimini, ranging from
07-08-2020 to 17-08-2020, and those of Bologna, ranging from 18-12-2020 to
23-12-2020. Instead, the MDT data for the city of Venice are collected in two
di�erent periods of the year 2017: the �rst one, which extends from 14-07-
2017 to 17-07-2017, corresponding to Festa del Redentore, the second slot of
data extends from 23-02-2017 to 02-03-2017 is in correspondence of Carnival
celebration.
Note that there was an upgrade regarding the mobility network in recent
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years that switched from 3G to 4G technology. Therefore the Venice data
are recorded with 3G; instead, for Rimini and Bologna, we used the 4G.

The MDT dataset certainly plays a fundamental role in understanding the
city. They stand out compared to many available data sources like cameras,
coils, or sensors. Indeed, the latter provide just local information by collect-
ing data in a precise location. On the contrary, MDT data can supply much
more distributed information, tracking the path of a single anonymized user
and aggregating di�erent paths to obtain cumulative results.

1.2.6 The Venice dataset

The last dataset that we mentioned in this Ph.D. work is the one provided
within the project "Venice Smart Control Room" (SCR), in collaboration
with the City of Venice, Telecom and Fabbrica Digitale company [30�32].
This project aims to create a sort of urban intelligence platform monitoring
the entire lagoon city. It consists of a series of data and �ows from di�erent
subsystems and sensors placed on the territory.
Although the SCR collects data coming from di�erent structures, including
ACTV/AVM, Centro Maree, and Municipality, we will focus on data pro-
vided by TIM (described above) and the network of cameras installed in the
critical points of the Venetian mobility. Using Arti�cial Intelligence and Deep
Neural Network algorithms, it is possible to detect people crossing the area
covered by cameras and then provide the aggregated count in a speci�c time
interval in real-time. This kind of data enables us to improve our simulation
(described in section 2.3, comparing the two temporal �uxes: the simulated
one and observed one in both directions. We will show some results in the
section 3.1 dedicated to Venice.
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Chapter 2

Implemented Algorithms and Methods

In this chapter, we will focus on all the algorithms implemented and used to
analyze the data described in 1.2 and to simulate the mobility of a city.

2.1 Algorithms for cartography extraction

The �rst step for any data analysis involving the city is to reconstruct the
road network, which means identifying roads and crossroads with lines and
points. The best approach is to simplify the complexity of urban space with
an essential graph. In this way, any street that connects two crossroads is a
link and any road intersection is called node.
This allows us to use some concepts from the graph theory like the best path
or the degree of nodes and, at the same time, to synthetically keep the infor-
mation about how users can move on the city graph.
The cartography used for Venice, Bologna and Rimini are shown in �gure
1.1, 1.3 and 1.2 respectively. The source of cartography information has been
Open Street Map (OSM), which is a collaborative project to create free con-
tent world maps. Therefore, OSM is considered open data and any user can
download maps for whatever purpose.
Starting from OSM, we develop di�erent algorithms to simplify the detailed
map (including private walkways or excessive detail on squares or round-
abouts). This simpli�cation is necessary to eliminate unnecessary details for
the dynamics of agents on the network and speed up the execution of algo-
rithms.
OSM provides the exporting of the map in XML format with geometry and
properties of each point and way that form the shape of cartography. There-
fore, initially, we transform this XML format into an internal format needed
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Figure 2.1: Example of poly in internal format. The �rst point in red is called
Node Front or F, the last point in blue is called Node Tail or T, and the segment
joining two consecutive points in orange is called arc.

to load the cartography in the software implemented by us. This latter for-
mat consists of 2 text �les:

1. File with property information about links: in particular, we can �nd
the identi�cation number of link (which we will call id_poly), the id
of �rst and last node (front and tail node, respectively) and other
information like length of poly, the direction of travel or maximum
speed if available.

2. File with geometry of polys. For each poly, the latitude and longitude
of all the points shaping it are reported. The �rst and last points of
the poly exactly correspond with the front and tail nodes (which we
will call F and T nodes). Finally, the segment joining two consecutive
points is called arc.

Figure 2.1 clari�es the nomenclature that we use in our internal format.

Let us now describe some of the algorithms used to manipulate the men-
tioned objects.

� Removal of degree 2

In our cartography, generally, we want that each crossroad is a node,
and each street connecting two crossroads is a poly. The raw cartog-
raphy extracted by OSM does not respect this rule, so in this step, we
measure the degree of each node (the number of links incoming and
outgoing of it), and we act on those with degree equals to 2. Consider-
ing the crossroad as an intersection of at least three streets, it is evident
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Figure 2.2: Removal of nodes with degree 2. The two poly are merged, and the
node of contact is converted in point.

Figure 2.3: Example of joining of the pending node which is less than d_thresh

from another pending node. Consequent removal of the obtained node with degree
2.

that we can convert each node with degree 2 in a simple point that joins
the two adjacent links. Essentially, the transformation of poly with this
algorithm is shown in �gure 2.2. Since there may be more nodes with
degree 2 one after the other, the process could be repeated until the
nodes with degree 2 are eliminated.

� Joining of nodes

Another essential requirement of our cartography is that it must be
fully connected and without gaps: each node must be connected to
a link. The OSM map does not ensure this; therefore, an algorithm
makes sure to connect all pending nodes (with degree 1) that are less
than a threshold distance from each other. This d_thresh is of the
order of 12 meters, and it is a parameter to set.
When we join a pending node with another one, we obtain a node with
degree 2. Therefore, after this operation, typically, it is necessary to
submit the Removal of degree 2 algorithm again.
The �gure 2.3 shows this operation.

� Removal of short poly
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Figure 2.4: Removal of poly shorter than L_thresh meters.

Usually, we can �nd short polys in the raw map. Since they increase
the complexity of the network and then they can slow down the exe-
cution of the analysis and simulation algorithms without adding any
information, we decide to delete these pending short branches. The
length for this cut is once again a settable parameter L_thresh of the
order of 10 meters. The operation is illustrated in �gure 2.4.

� Merge of sub-graphs

It is possible to �nd more sub-graphs in the same cartography even
after the previous operations. Indeed, the algorithm for joining the
nodes can fail, for example, if the sub-graph has no pending node or
if the distance of these is greater than d_thresh. In this situation, an
algorithm ad hoc identi�es the largest sub-graph in terms of the num-
ber of nodes and �nds if a node from another sub-graph is closer than
D_thresh from one arc of the main sub-graph. Generally, this distance
of tolerance D_thresh is longer than d_thresh; in our case, it is of the
order of 60 meters, but we can set this value according to cartography.
Later, the closest node is moved to coincide with the nearest node (be-
tween F and T) of the poly to which the selected arc belongs, as shown
in �gure 2.5.
This operation is done for all the sub-graphs present. The sub-graphs
that cannot be merged are evaluated individually. Indeed, they could
be a small network representing islands or defects originating from the
bounding box that we used to select the region of interest from the
OSM map. In this case, they are completely removed. However, they
could be a more oversized island that we want to keep in our cartog-
raphy (see Giudecca Island in Venice). In such cases, we can accept to
have not a single network fully connected. Anyway, it is necessary to
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Figure 2.5: Merge of a minor sub-graph with the main one if it has a node closest
than D_thresh from an arc of the main sub-graph.

point out that these are sporadic cases.

� Merge cartographies

Often, having to compare the results and to receive speci�c information
on streets from the municipal departments, it is necessary to match the
provided cartography with our cartography. In particular, we need to
know which poly of the other cartography corresponds with our one.
We can not expect a one-to-one correspondence; therefore, we devel-
oped an algorithm that �nds the poly of an external cartography E
that has at least the 80% of points that are closer than 50 meters to a
poly of internal cartography I.
Generally, this operation is made because the cartography E has some
information missing in the I one, like, for example, the maximum speed
limit or the one-way direction. Therefore, we are just interested in
matching the links to take the properties of streets without taking into
account the geometry of E. Properly, since more polys of E can match
with a single poly of I, usually, we kept a combination of the E proper-
ties that depends on the type of feature. For example, if the feature is
the maximum speed limit, an e�cient approximation takes the maxi-
mum among values of matched polys or the average of them. In �gure
2.6 is shown an example of a typical situation observed comparing two
cartographies.

Those shown are only some of the implemented algorithms, particularly
those used to build the cartography of the three cities object of study, start-
ing from OSM maps. However, it is necessary to specify that cartography
simpli�cation without loss of structural information is a delicate procedure
and must be done to �t the speci�c situation. There is no �xed pipeline to
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Figure 2.6: Example of a typical situation observed comparing two cartographies.
In blue the external cartography E that we want to match with the black internal
cartography I.

follow, and some algorithms can be more bene�cial than others. Neverthe-
less, the common goal is to achieve a graph fully connected (in most cases)
and without nodes with degree 2.
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Figure 2.7: Diagram of �ltering and analysis performed on GPS data. In dark
green are shown the algorithms, in light green the results.

2.2 Algorithms and techniques of analysis

Once we have cartography representing a synthetic version of the city road
network, we need some algorithms to interpret the interactions of data with
it. All the available data include spatial and temporal information; therefore,
it will be necessary to collect data and georeference them on cartography.
Furthermore, we note that some kinds of data carry local information (for
example, those provided by cameras or coils), while other types of them
consist of a collection of GPS tracks. In the �rst case, we need to identify
the street or the area where the datum is acquired. Then we reorganize the
information to distribute it on all the cartography. Otherwise, the second
kind of data needs algorithms to downsample, �lter, and reconstruct the
trips. We see in detail these algorithms that compose our toolchain analyzer,
shown in �gure 2.7.

2.2.1 Collection, �ltering, and down-sampling

The algorithms of this section are dedicated to GPS track data in which each
id corresponds to a collection of records with coordinates and timestamp,
as for example those described in 1.2.3, 1.2.4 or 1.2.5. In this case, data
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are being read and collected in a key-value map; in this manner, each key
(generally the id of user or activity) corresponds to an object containing all
the records acquired with that id. Just in this phase, the �rst spatial and
temporal �lters are performed. Indeed in a con�guration �le, it is possible
to specify the maximum and minimum value of latitude, longitude, and time
interval. Then we obtain a set of activities, each having an id and a vector
of records.
Usually, GPS data can be acquired with �xed time intervals (like for the
Bella Mossa dataset) or with an internal protocol, causing repeated data
in di�erent time instants but in the same places. Therefore, we need a
downsampling algorithm. We remember that we are interested in mobility
information, so we have to reduce the records that do not represent movement
as much as possible. Furthermore, quite often, the records are acquired with a
very short distance between consecutive points: in this way, the information
results redundant, and it threatens to heavily slow down the subsequent
algorithms of reconstruction and �ow estimation.
Therefore, after a time sorting, we developed an algorithm that performs
clustering of close spatial records in a single point that we will call stop point
SP . This algorithm allows us to reduce the number of points describing the
trajectory and identify and �x the spatial spike of GPS coordinates. The
downsampling algorithm runs on each activity to pass from a collection of
records to an array of stop points. This algorithm can be described with the
Figure 2.8 and with the following steps:

1. Generate �rst cluster C = ∅ and push into it the record 0 (the �rst
in time). We use the assumption that the centroid is the �rst record
pushed into the cluster.

2. For each record i, with 1 ≤ i < nrec, measure euclidean distance di be-
tween the record i and the centroid of cluster C. Check if this distance
exceeds or not a threshold distance dmin.

if di < dmin:
push the record ri into the set of points of cluster C and update
the duration of the cluster, de�ned as the time interval between
the �rst and last added record.

else:

if SP = ∅:
inst_speedC = 0;
promote C to stop point by adding it to SP ;
generate new C = ∅ and add the record ri
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Figure 2.8: Example of spatial downsampling algorithm. Through a loop on records
sorted by time, the �rst is elected as the centroid of the cluster (green point),
and the cluster (red circle) continues to accumulate records as long as a record
exceeds the distance threshold. At this moment, a new cluster is generated. In
this simple example, we pass from 11 records to 4 clusters with a green centroid.
These centroids constitute the successive concept of trajectory.
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else:
for 0 ≤ j < nSP measure the euclidean distance dij between
the record i and the stop point j;

if dij ≤ dmin:
measure inst_speedi = d(i, i− 1)/(ti − ti−1)

if inst_speedi < inst_speedmax:
push ri into SPj;
SP.visited = True;
find_corr = True;
inst_speedC = instantaneous speed of �rst added record;

if inst_speedC < inst_speedmax and C.visited =
False:
push C into SP ;

C = SPj;
break ;

else:
find_corr = True;
break ;

if find_corr = False:
inst_speedC = instantaneous speed of �rst added record;

if inst_speedC < inst_speedmax and C.visited = False:
push C into SP ;

generate new C = ∅ and add the record ri;

3. measure last_inst_speed = instantaneous speed of �rst record added
to C. Just if last_inst_speed < inst_speedmax and C.visited =
False, push C into SP .

In the chapter dedicated to results, we will see this algorithm usually
allows a strong reduction of the number of points. Generally, the rule is that
the more frequently the records, the smaller the percentage of selected stop
points. Finally, the previous dmin and inst_speedmax are settable parameters
through a con�guration �le that could change depending on city; the names of
this parameters are min_data_distance and max_inst_speed respectively.

2.2.2 Georeferencing and trajectory reconstruction

After reducing points through the downsampling algorithm, it will be neces-
sary to georeference each point on the cartography, reconstruct the covered
path between consecutive points and count for each poly the number of cross-
ings during the analysis period. We illustrate in detail these algorithms:
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Figure 2.9: Example of cartography mapping with a map_resolution = 60.0m.
In red, the cell (i, j), in pink its nearest neighbors. All the nodes and arches in
highlighted cells belong to the map A[i][j].

Georeferencing This term refers to the attribution of a point described
by spatial coordinates to an arc, and therefore to a poly, of the cartography
(see �gure 2.1). A stop point will be georeferenced on the arc, which maxi-
mizes a value that we will call a�nity, and that is based on the geometrical
distance.
Before describing the georeferencing algorithm, we need to map the cartog-
raphy in a sort of grid. This operation will make much quicker all the future
passages in which we will need to �nd the nodes and arches close to a point.
Without treating this part in detail, just know that, depending on a settable
parameter that we will call map_resolution, we can obtain N ×M cells with
0 ≤ i < N and 0 ≤ j < M de�ned like reported in equation 2.1.

i = (lon− lonmin)/(map_resolution/dslon)

j = (lat− latmin)/(map_resolution/dslat)
(2.1)

where dslat = 111053.8 is the conversion value from degree to meters and
dslon = dslat cos(

(latmax+latmin)
2

· π
180

).
So we generate a map A that associates to each couple (i, j) an object point-
ing to arches and nodes present in the cellij and in the nearest neighbors
cells, such as the those red and pink respectively in the �gure 2.9.

After introducing the map A, we describe the algorithm used for georef-
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erencing:

1. given the stop point R that we want to associate to an arc, �rstly,
we measure the couple (i, j) as in 2.1, in which lat and lon are the
coordinates of record.

2. if A[i][j] = ∅:
return False (which means that there is no arc near to the stop
point, according to map_resolution).

else:
∀ arck ∈ A[i][j] :

measure the x and y components of- the vector from the middle
point of arc k to the stop point R in the reference system of
arc, as shown in 2.10.

if y > map_resolution: return False;

de�ned l = Larc/2 and s0 = distance from the F node of poly
(to which arc belongs) to the front point of arc, there are 3
possible cases:

if x < −l:
sk = s0
dk =

√
y2 + (x+ l)2

if x > l:
sk = s0 + 2l
dk =

√
y2 + (x− l)2

else:
sk = s0 + l + x
dk = y

if dk < map_resolution: return False;

x = x/lgauss, y = y/lgauss, l = l/lgauss;

measure a�nity ak = e−y2(erf(l − x) + erf(l + x))/2

3. at the end of this loop, we have a collection of arc, each with the
triplet (sk, dk, ak): s is the distance between the start of poly and the
intersection of point projection on the arc; d is the distance between
point and arc measured as shown above; a is the a�nity. Later, we
sort all the "a�ne" arches by a�nity in a decreasing scale and return
the �rst arc of the list, such as the one with the greatest a�nity.

4. if dk_best < min_poly_distance the stop point is georeferenced, else
it is discarded.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Geometry for a�nity evaluation of R point with the arc de�ned by
front point Pfront, tail point Ptail and middle point Pmiddle. In the case (a) the

intersection with y component lies on the vector de�ned by
−−−−−−−−→
PmiddlePtail and the

distance d corresponds with y. While in the case in which the intersection lies over

the vector (b), the distance d is the module of vector
−−−→
PtailR.

So, at the end of the algorithm execution, certain stop points are dis-
carded; as we will see later in the results chapter, the percentage of valid
data depends on the cartography and the analyzed city.

Presence vs Trajectory After the downsampling and the georeferencing
procedures, there is a split between activities with a single valid point and
those with more than one point, which we will call respectively Presences
and Trajectories. The presences do not give any information about mobility,
but we can use them to reveal the distribution of activity spots in the city
through a heatmap. Furthermore, they can highlight particular accumula-
tion points due to some events or places of interest: university centers or
trade fairs. Otherwise, the trajectories can give information about how peo-
ple move in the city and which roads they prefer for moving from one point
to another one.
Subsequently, an additional �ltering on trajectory collection can be enabled
by con�guration �le. Once the variables threshold_v (vthresh), threshold_t
(tthresh) and threshold_n (nthresh) are set, we can choose to discard all the
trajectories with a average velocity greater than vthresh, usually set with
non-physical value, in order to discard possible errors survived previous al-
gorithms. The �lter also discards trajectories with a total time of activity
greater than tthresh. Generally, this is a large value. It excludes trips not
representing the average properties of the system (for example, a bus driver
moves in the city for a much longer time than the average). Finally, the last
�lter allows us to keep just trajectories with more than nthresh points, and this
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ensures the exclusion of tiny stretches of trips not valid for the representation
of statistical mobility properties.

Trajectory reconstruction Regarding the trajectories, we need an algo-
rithm able to reconstruct the path at this point of the toolchain. We want
to �nd the list of consecutive crossed polys to get from one stop point to
the next one. To do this, we implemented a version of Dijkstra algorithm
consistent with our requirements.
The Dijkstra algorithm is often used to determine the best path between 2
nodes of a network by the minimization of cumulative weight, given by the
sum of single poly weights. The weight of poly can be, for example, its length,
but if available, we can also use some additional information like travel time
or a ranking per the importance of the poly. Below, we explain in detail the
best path algorithm with a generic weight.
The following commands are performed on each trajectory:

∀ k, with 0 ≤ k < NSP − 1:

consider the SPk and SPk−1 and �nd the best path connected these 2 points:

� p1 and p2 are the id of "a�ne" polys found with georeferencing al-
gorithm, p1l and p2l the lengths of each of these and s1 and s2 the
distance along poly between the stop point and the front node of the
poly.

� if p1 = p2:
go to the next couple of stop points

� else:
de�nedN1F andN1T the front and tail node of p1, push both in a Heap.
In computer science, this is a data structure tree-based; therefore, a de-
�ned Heap property establishes a parent-child hierarchy. Each element
inserted in the Heap is determined by a key and an associated value.
The hierarchical order will be performed on this value. Then, whenever
a new element is pushed into the Heap, there is immediately the repo-
sitioning of every item according to Heap's property. Our property is
implemented so that the �rst element of Heap is those with a smaller
weight. The weights for the N1F and N1T are de�ned by equations 2.2
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WNF = s1 + deu

WNT = p1l − s1 + deu

deu = aeu

√
(dslon(x− lonSPk+1

))2 + (dslat(y − latSPk+1
))2

(2.2)

where x and y are the longitude and latitude respectively of the consid-
ered node. The choice to introduce this euclidean distance deu combined
with the distance along the poly (s1 or p1l− s1) is a trick that, under
the same distance, privileges the nodes which are in the same direction
of travel. This e�ect can be eliminated or increased by changing the
value of aeu from 0 to 1.

� while Heap ̸= ∅:

1. take �rst node nw from Heap.

2. if nw has already been visited from the algorithm and the current
distance is greater than the stored distance, skip the successive
steps and return to step 1.

3. if nw = N2F or nw = N2T , respectively the front and the tail
node of poly p2, the goal is reached, so abort the while cycle and
go to the next couple of stop points.

4. else:
for each nearest node nn of nwmeasure the weightWnn = distprevious+
deu and push it into the Heap, unless the node has never been vis-
ited or the current distance is smaller than the stored.

� When the while cycle was interrupted, the SPNSP
has the information

about the consecutive crossing polys to get from the �rst stop point
to the F or T node of the last stop point. Then, the last stretch of
road, that is s2 if we have reached the front node or p2l− s2 if we have
reached the tail node, is added to the path.

At the end of this algorithm, each trajectory brings information about
which polys are crossed, in which sequence, and about the direction of travel.
A visual example of the path reconstruction is shown in the �gure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Best path reconstructed with Dijkstra algorithm to go from A to B
point.

Flux counter This last step allows us to collect the information about
the number of activities passed through every poly with the possibility to
disaggregate the passage according to the direction FT from front to tail
and vice versa TF. In this way, we can observe the most widely used path
in cartography. In chapter 3 we will observe some examples through the
implemented visualization tools.

2.2.3 Transport Means Classi�cation

We have already mentioned how the available data on urban mobility can
be very di�erent. In particular, there are data with punctual information,
such as those provided by sensors (cameras, coils, or sni�ers) installed along
the streets or data coming from devices in motion; in this context, smart-
phones are the most widespread. These are very interesting because they can
provide more distributed information and at the same time, they can track
the behavior of users using di�erent kinds of means of transport. That is
why, after the algorithms which deal with �ltering, georeferencing, and re-
constructing the path of each activity, we need an algorithm able to classify
the mean of transport used by the urban agents, starting from the features
of the reconstructed trips.
Due to the nature of MDT data, we need a classi�er that is:

1. Unsupervised
That is a learning system able to classify a series of inputs based on
common characteristics. In contrast to supervised learning, in this case,
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will be provided just unmarked data, considering that the classes are
unknown a priori.
Generally, the set of algorithms that allow classi�cation of this type
is note as clustering. The latter involves assigning samples to clusters
through measures of similarity: the samples in the same cluster must
be as similar as possible, and samples belonging to di�erent clusters
must be as dissimilar as possible.

2. Soft
This term indicates a speci�c kind of cluster analysis in which the
classi�cation process is not discrete (each sample can only belong to
exactly one cluster). However, on the contrary, it can potentially belong
to more than one cluster.

Therefore we chose to develop a classi�er based on the Fuzzy C-Means
clustering (FCM) algorithm. This kind of clustering is the best choice for
what we need, and it is frequently used in pattern recognition.
Dunn and Bezdeck developed this method with the aim to minimize the
following target function:

Jm =
N∑
i=1

C∑
j=1

um
ij∥xi − cj∥2, 1 ≤ m < ∞ (2.3)

where:

� m is a real number greater than 1

� N is the number of data points (the input size)

� C is the number of clusters

� uij is the membership degree of xi in the cluster j

� xi is the ith sample and each sample is d -dimensional (d is the number
of features selected)

� cj is the center of the cluster j, again d -dimensional.

� ∥ ⋆ ∥ is a norm expressing the similarity between the center and the
measured data.

Fuzzy partitioning is done with an iterative minimization of the target
function shown above, through the update of membership uij by:
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Figure 2.12: Mono-dimensional classi�cation example with 2 clusters. In orange,
the k-means membership function associates each datum to a speci�c centroid;
in green, the FCM membership function follows a smoother line. Therefore any
datum may belong to both classes.

uij =
1∑C

k=1

(
∥xi−cj∥
∥xi−ck∥

)2 (2.4)

and the update of cluster centres cj by:

cj =

∑N
i=1 u

m
ijxi∑N

i=1 u
m
ij

(2.5)

The iterative algorithm can be described with the following four steps:

1. Initialize the matrix Uij before the �rst iteration which we will write
as U (0). Uij is a matrix N × C, where N is the total number of data
points, and C is the total number of classes of numbers between 0 and
1 that represent the degree of membership of a data point to a class.

2. For each k step, measure the vector of centres C(k) = [cj] where each
cj is calculated with the equation 2.5 and using the matrix U (k).

3. Update U (k) in U (k+1) with the equation 2.4.

4. If ∥U (k+1) − U (k)∥ < ϵ then stop, otherwise return to step 2.

The �gure 2.12 illustrates the di�erence between a classical hard cluster-
ing done with k-means and a classi�cation done with the soft FCM algorithm
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for a simple mono-dimensional example. Assuming that we have two pos-
sible classes, in orange, the k-means membership function associates each
datum to a speci�c centroid; therefore, the matrix has the form of 2.6. On
the contrary, the green FCM membership function follows a smoother line,
indicating that any datum (as the blue one, for example) may belong to both
classes with di�erent membership degrees. In this case, obviously, the matrix
U is expressed as 2.7.

U =


0 1
1 0
1 0
. . . . . .
0 1

 (2.6)

U =


0.2 0.8
0.95 0.05
0.7 0.3
. . . . . .
0.1 0.9

 (2.7)

This kind of approach is bene�cial for MDT data since we have to con-
sider also the hypothesis that after the analysis, there will be some trips
with a single modality (the activity is fully performed with the same mean
of transport). However, on the other hand, there will undoubtedly be some
trips done in multi-modality (in other words, people that perform part of
trip by foot and another part by bus for example). In this way, we can better
understand the classi�cation and exclude points that seem to belong pre-
dominantly to one class. In addition, we can observe between which means
of transport there exists a doubt of classi�cation.
The downside of this clustering approach is related to the necessity to specify
the number of clusters. We will observe in the results that this value is set
according to the city and to the number of available means of transport.
Finally, we should note that part of the analysis work in this context is
related to the choice of the value of some functional parameters like the ϵ
to stop the algorithm or the fuzzi�er m value. The latter is connected to
the level of cluster fuzziness: in the limit of m equal to 1, the degrees of
membership converge to 0 and 1. While, the larger m, the smaller member-
ship values. Without any knowledge about the domain m is typically set to 2.

In order to evaluate the goodness of clustering, we introduce the quantity
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called as Dunn Index, that is the ratio between the minimum distance
inter clusters and the maximum distance intracluster as de�ned in 2.8.

DI =
min1≤i≤j≤C δ(ci, cj)

max1≤k≤C ∆k

(2.8)

This distance can be evaluated in di�erent ways. We choose to use the
euclidean distance in the features space. Since a good clustering implies
clusters well separated from other cluster but at the same time compact, can
be deduced that the grater the Dunn index, the better the clustering.
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2.3 Simulation algorithms and techniques

In this section, we will focus on the software implemented in order to sim-
ulate mobility in a city. Indeed the statistic analysis and the emergence of
preferential paths have allowed us to implement and model a digital twin
which takes into account the behavior of pedestrians and vehicles on the
road network.
Here we are introducing some aspects we need to understand how the simu-
lation software works:

Cartography The cartography is always at the base of any studies about
the city. We use the cartography OSM rearranged with algorithms described
in 2.1. This cartography is the same that we used in the data analysis done as
described above in 2.2; in this way, we can use the same language (about poly
and node id) to pass information acquired in the analysis to the model. For
example, we can use information about the number of poly crossings to give
it more or less importance in choosing the path or information about poly's
actual speed and direction. Then the �rst step of the simulation consists of
loading cartography �les and storing poly and node information.

Attractions For each simulation, it is possible to de�ne some attractions,
that is to say, some accumulation points of the city. The presence of these
points catalyzes the mobility strategies of certain types of agents, who will
follow paths that pass through them. In order to model the behavior of citi-
zens and tourists, especially for tourist cities like Venice, we have to consider
the e�ect of historic buildings, squares, exhibitions, and museums acting as
points of interest. Finally, the attractions are implemented in such a way
that, by a con�guration �le, we can de�ne:

� location of points expressed in geographical coordinates

� weight, seen as the relative importance among all the attractions. This
weight can be a single value valid for the entire simulation or a vector
that allows changing the relative importance

� maximum capacity

� visiting time if available

� time table de�ning the opening and closing hours
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Presuming that a tourist visit more than one attraction, just as long as
it �nishes its travel time budget, we need to consider all the combinations
of attractions. So, once de�ned a number max (kmax) and min (kmin) of
possible consecutive attractions, we compute all the combinations, that is all
the k-subsets of Nattr with k distinct elements and k ranging from kmin to
kmax. For each of these, we measure the length of the trip given by the sum
of best paths from one attraction to the consecutive. In addition, we also
compute the cumulative weight obtained as the product of all the weights of
involved attractions. When the weights change, we recalculate the weight of
the speci�c combination.

Sources If the attractions have a role in de�ning and in�uencing the des-
tinations of agent trips, the sources are the objects that we use to input the
agents on the network. Generally, they are located in correspondence of ac-
cess points to the city like, for example, train stations, ports, or bus stations.
The implementation of sources is done so that all the agents generated from
that source have the same characteristics de�ned by some variables. Now we
introduce these variables that we will explain later in more detail:

� the location of points expressed in geographical coordinates. With the
term source we mean any object that pushes agents into the simulation.
Therefore, depending on the presence of some variables, we set the
creation of di�erent dynamics:

* SRC_DEST: if source_location and dest_location are both present,
the agents are generated in the source point and must achieve the
destination point (both expressed in geographical coordinates).

* SRC_RND: if just source_location is present and there is a tag
dest = -1, the agents are generated in the source point and they
reach a random destination.

* RND_DEST: if just dest_location is present and there is a tag
start_node_lid = -1, the agents are generated in a random point
and they have to reach the destination point.

* RND_RND: If neither of those locations is present and both
dest and start_node_lid are equal to -1, the agents will be gen-
erated in a random point and they have to reach another point
extracted randomly.

� creation rate: how often the source place agents on the network from
its location.
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� creation table: vector that de�nes the number of agents per hour that
will be created.

� αwe: a value ranging from 0 to 1. In the following sections, we will
see in detail how it works. For now, su�ce to say that it rules the
importance of poly length or poly crossing in the best path algorithm.

� αspeed: it ranges from 0 to 1, again useful in the best path algorithm to
manage the importance of poly speed or poly crossing.

� βBPmiss: it is a probability ranging from 0 to 1 that the agents have to
make mistakes and not follow the best path.

� vmin_mps and vmax_mps: they are the minimum and maximum speed
of a distribution from which the speed of agents are picked up.

� alternatively, it is possible to de�ne the exact value speedmps expressed
in meter per second.

� cherry_pick : it is a tag that can be present when we have a random
origin or destination, and it has a value expressed in kilometers. In this
case, the random node is picked up in a circle centered in the origin or
the destination point with a radius length equal to cherry_pick value.
This mechanism allows us to generate and manage a sort of urban
mobility in speci�c areas.

� TTB, an acronym that stands for Travel-Time Budget, if present, al-
lows you to edit for that source the maximum TTB of the uniform
distribution from which the value of TTB is picked up. Indeed, exclud-
ing the SRC_DEST agents, all the other types have a maximum TTB
with a default value of 1 hour. The travel time budget represents the
amount of time that people are prepared to take in mobility, so when
the agent's lifetime exceeds its TTB, it stops its trip and disappears
from the network. The value of TTB can change according to means
of transport, network characteristic, or type of user (citizen, tourist, or
commuter, for example).

Generation of agents and travel agendas At the start of the simula-
tion, the �rst step is to load and prepare the environment; therefore, after
cartography set-up, agents are generated from sources. This process happens
at the instant zero of simulation, but it will be repeated whenever the source
must create new agents.
Each agent has the following characteristics:
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� origin node: if the source that generates it has speci�c coordinates,
the assigned node is the closest. While if start_node_lid = -1, the
node will be randomly extracted among all possible nodes. If we have
additional information, such as the population for each area, we can
assign a score to each node, so that node with a higher score is preferred
over those with a lower score.

� destination node: also here, the destination's position could be ex-
pressed explicitly through coordinates, and then we can use the closest
node. Otherwise, we randomly extract the destination.

� all the information about αwe,αspeed, βBPmiss of source are passed to
agents generated with that source, in�uencing the individual dynamic,
as we will see in the next section.

� initial speed: it is extracted from a uniform distribution between vmin

and vmax or alternatively it is equal to speedmps de�ned in source. Note
that this is just the initial speed because later, we will explain how the
dynamic and the speed are in�uenced by agent density.

� weighted route: we design this option to simulate particularly the
trips of tourists that arrive in a city from principal entrances (like train
or bus station and parking area) and visit the city's main attractions.
We just introduced the attraction object and the collection of all k-
subsets consecutive attractions. Every k-subset has a length and a
weight, measured as explained above. When we have to generate an
agent with a weighted route, we extract a bin in the distance distri-
bution. This is a discrete distribution in which the probability of each
bin is de�ned by equation 2.9, where l is the length of combination,
Lc = 0.5 is the characteristic length, α = 7.5 and β = 0.84.

p(l) =
βe−βl (1+eαLc)

1+e−α(l−Lc)

β
α+1

1 + eαLc
(2.9)

Once we extract a bin, we make a second extraction among all the k-
subset coming from that bin and take the weight into account. In this
way, for each agent "tourist", we de�ned an agenda of destinations to
visit before returning to its source point.

Dynamics of movement After the initialization of simulation, it evolves
from a start_date_hour to a stop_date_hour with a step of dt. This value
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is also settable and usually is �xed to 10 seconds. During this time step, each
agent moves on the network to reach their �nal destination, passing or not
through the attractions that de�ne its agenda. The traveled meters during dt
depend on the traveling speed on the current poly where the agent is. This
speed vdt has a minimum at vc and it is related to density with the formula
2.10.

if ρ

{
> ρc vdt = vc

≤ ρc vdt = (1− ρ
ρc
)vfree

. (2.10)

where ρ = count/L is the ratio between number of agents on a poly and
its length; ρc and vc are the critical values for density and speed (they change
if we consider agents as pedestrians or cars); vfree is the free speed of that
poly that can change according to the transport mean considered. Usually,
for the simulations we used ρc = 4.0m−1 and vc = 0.15m/s for pawns and
ρc = 0.71m−1 and vc = 2.78m/s for cars.

Thanks to the best path algorithm, each agent knows the path to take to
reach the destination. Indeed, during the initialization of simulation, the
best path between all pairs of nodes of cartography is computed using the
algorithm described in the last part of section 2.2.2 and weight given by the
following equation:

Wpoly = L

[
αwe + αspeed

(
vMIN

vfree

)
+ (1− αwe − αspeed)

(
1/cnt− 1/cntMAX

1/cntMIN − 1/cntMAX

)]
(2.11)

where L is the length of poly; vfree is the free speed (it depends on
the kind of mean of transport); VMIN is the minimum traveling speed; cnt,
cntMIN and cntMAX are respectively the number of people passing along that
poly, the minimum and the maximum number of people passing along any
poly. These last values are extracted from the analysis done with algorithms
described in 2.2 in the case of available data.
Finally, here we understand the role of the two parameters αspeed and αwe.
Indeed, they are "buttons" that allow us to consider or not each of the three
terms of the equation 2.11 in the calculation of weight. The meaning of the
terms are:

1. the �rst term is based on the length of poly; then, in this case, the
best path is equivalent to the shortest path in terms of meters. It is
activated from the αwe coe�cient.
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2. the second term is based on a combination of length and speed. Under
the same length, the path that appears shorter is that with higher
velocity. This term is activated only by αspeed coe�cient.

3. the last term is based on a combination of length and occurrences. In
this case, instead, under the same path length, the shorter is the most
popular.

Note that, given the coe�cients of the third term, we can have the two
extreme scenarios:

� when αwe = 0, with αspeed it is possible to role the relative importance
of second and third term. In particular, with αspeed = 0 the occurrences
information prevails; with αspeed = 1 we consider just the combination
with speed.

� when αspeed = 0, the second term is canceled; therefore, with αwe = 0,
we consider just the occurrences factor; otherwise, with αwe = 1, we
consider only the length.

Another aspect that in�uences the dynamic is the probability of making
a "mistake." Indeed, each agent knows its destination (be it a random node
or an attraction node). Through the best path algorithm, it knows what the
poly is to take when it reaches the crossroad, so with the βBPmiss, we can
introduce a more or less high probability to take another poly. So, every
time that an agent arrives over a crossroad, a value from 0 to 1 is extracted
from a uniform distribution; if it is greater than βBPmiss, the agent is not
mistaken and continues with the best path. Otherwise, an alternative poly
was extracted taking into account the poly weight Wpoly, according to 2.11.

When we introduced the attractions, we have mentioned the possibility of
setting the maximum capacity and the visiting time. Indeed, to simulate the
realistic crowd generated outside the main buildings and museums (like, for
example, St Mark's Basilica in Venice), we implemented a crowd mechanism.
Therefore, if the attractions are complete when the agent arrives, it "takes a
ticket" that allows it to know its turn. In this way, every time some agents
leave the building, the next agent can come inside.
Since di�erent phenomena depend on the number of people, like delay on a
single poly or crowd for visiting the sights, we introduced the TTB travel
time budget. When the lifetime of an agent exceeds its TTB, it immediately
stops its trip, wherever it is.
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The last aspect that we want to mention regards the possibility to add
the public transport information and to set a certain number of agents that
are allowed to take the public transport if a ride is available within a time of
tolerance.
The information about rides, routes, and stop times are were incorporated
starting from the GTFS format. This acronym, General Transit Feed Spec-
i�cation, was developed by Google originally: the �rst capital letter was for
Google, subsequently turned into General, since it now represents the stan-
dard for this kind of information. Essentially, the GTFS has a structure with
six mandatory tables, described below in brief:

� agency is a table with information about the transport company.

� routes this table contains information about routes.

� trips this table with �elds route_id and trip_id allows the association
of route and trip objects.

� stop_times it contains the timetable of transport mean at the di�er-
ent stops.

� stops it includes geographical coordinates of each stop.

� calendar it de�nes the passage recurrences and days or periods of
operation.

Depending on the day that we want to make the simulation, the software
creates the stop objects and the transport objects. The �rst one store the
geographical information of stops, the second the information about trips,
such as the consecutiveness of stops, the timetable or the trip, and route id.
Finally, is created a third object that acts as a proxy between instant time
and available trips for each couple of stops. In this way, when an agent with
public transport ticket is created, an algorithm �nds if a couple of stops near
its origin and destination exists, and a scheduled ride connects these points.
A parameter called tolerance time was introduced; indeed, if there are no
trips available in this slice of time, the agent chooses to go on foot. The
default value for tolerance time is 30 minutes, but it can be settable from the
con�guration �le.

Monitoring and results collection It is possible to monitor the sim-
ulation in every dt and know how many agents are present on every poly
and the entire network. Furthermore, we develop di�erent tools for dumping
and visualizing the distribution of speed, lifetime, and occurrences during
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the simulation. These are very useful for debugging and for comparing the
simulated results with the real expected results.
Precisely for this reason, we implemented some synthetic barriers that count
how many people cross them every time interval dump_cam_dt. Once again,
this latter is a settable parameter with a default value equal to 15 minutes.

Concluding remarks The more signi�cant the real data are, the greater
the veracity of synthetic results is. In particular, when we have a continu-
ous �ow of measurements, as cam or sni�er data, we can use some of these
workstations as input of our model and the other as a test of the simula-
tion behavior. We have done this for the city of Venice. However, another
possibility is to use a kind of data like the OD dataset (1.2.1) to de�ne the
origin and destination of agents and with the Coil data (1.2.2) check the
model behavior and try to best �t it. In the chapter 3 we will investigate
this possibility in the simulation of Emilia-Romagna car mobility.
In the end, we specify that all these implemented algorithms are developed
in the C++ programming language. In contrast, the algorithms regarding
pre-processing and post-processing are implemented in Python.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Case study: Venezia

The cartography used for Venice analysis is shown in �gure 1.1, and it in-
cludes a box area de�ned in table 3.1, involving the historical center of Venice.

Latitude Longitude

Min 45.418301 12.296303
Max 45.451410 12.372170

Table 3.1: The bounding box of Venice cartography expressed in minimum
and maximum latitude and longitude.

With the city of Venice, there has been a long collaboration. Indeed it is
the �rst of the three cases of studies that we considered from 2017.
It represents the main lab in which we implemented and tested a large num-
ber of algorithms described in 2.2 and 2.3, then both in terms of statistical
analysis and simulation modeling.
The �rst work that we illustrate is about the analysis of data provided by
the Italian mobile phone company TIM already discussed in 1.2.5. This data
involves tens of thousands of anonymous devices that performed an activity
during eight days from 23-02-2017 up to 02-03-2017 when the Venetian Car-
nival was going on, and from 14-07-2017 up to 16-07-2017 on the occasion
of the Festa del Redentore. The dataset refers to a geographical region that
includes an area of the Venice province so that it is possible to distinguish
commuters from sedentary people and the di�erent transportation means
used to reach Venice.
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Furthermore, these data were stored with the 3G protocol. For this reason,
it was also possible to obtain the roaming status, which in turn allows dis-
tinguishing between Italian and foreigners.
The activity/devices are fully anonymized, and the system automatically
provides not reversible identi�cation numbers (ID) for mobile phones and
calls within the trial's scope; the ID is kept for a period of 24 hours. During
each activity, a sequence of GPS data is recorded with a 2 seconds sampling
rate. In this way, it is possible to follow local trajectories and detect points
of interest where people stop for a speci�c time. As matter of fact during an
activity most of people reduce their mobility except if they are on a trans-
portation mean, so that the dataset contains a lot of small trajectories that
have to be joined to reconstruct the daily mobility. Both the Carnival and
the Festa del Redentore datasets contain ≃ 1.5 × 106 georeferenced records
concerning the mobility in the historical center of Venice during each obser-
vation day. These data mobile phone ID allows studying the daily mobility
of a sample of the device population of ≃ 5000 devices per day with the
possibility of reconstructing the main paths used in the road network and
estimating the average activity rate of a device during the circadian rhythm.
The presences in the historical center of Venice during the events were of
the order of 105 individuals per day as reported by local newspapers. We
estimate an overall penetration of our sample of 3-4%. Figure 3.1 shows ex-
amples of the distribution of the GPS data recorded in the Venice historical
center. In the sequel, we illustrate in detail the results of our approach for
the Sunday 26-02-2017 during Carnival and for Saturday 15-02-2017 during
the Festa del Redentore that were exceptionally crowded days.

Sample penetration estimate
We have performed a �ltering process on the available datasets to extract

relevant information to study the mobility on the road network. We ag-
gregate the GPS data of each device-ID to downsample the data by starting
from an initial position (pivot point) and by computing the geodetic distance
with the successive points associated with the same ID. When the distance
overcomes a �xed threshold (we choose a threshold value of 50 m), we keep
the new point and restart the procedure using the new point as a pivot. In
this way, the number of valid positions is reduced respectively to ≃ 60× 103

per day in the Carnival dataset and to ≃ 90× 103 in the Festa del Redentore
dataset.
Each selected GPS point is located in the nearest road network link within
a distance of 60m included the ferryboat lines; we discarded the points that
cannot be attributed to any link according to this criterion. The positioning
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Figure 3.1: Examples of the distribution of the GPS data recorded in the Venice
historical center: the top picture refers to the Carnival dataset and shows the data
of 26-02-2017 from 12:00 to 14:00. The bottom picture to the Redentore dataset
and shows the data of 15-07-2017 from 19:00 to 21:00. The red circle points out the
Redentore bridge location, which is a �oating bridge built for the special occasion
of the Festa del Redentore.
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procedure further reduces the valid points down to ≃ 50×103 in the Carnival
dataset and down to ≃ 80 × 103 in the Festa del Redentore dataset. These
positions allow dynamical information on the most visited paths on the road
network and on the main points of interest where the rest time is signi�cant.
We have performed a direct check for the representativity of the considered
sample on the spatial scale of a single road. In particular, we compare the
estimated �ows using GPS data with the pedestrian �ows directly measured
by people counting on the Redentore bridge. CORILA [46] organized the
campaign of measures, and the data were collected every 15 minutes by us-
ing people count devices. Redentore is a �oating bridge on the Canale della
Giudecca (see Fig. 3.1 bottom and the map in the supplementary material).
The bridge has a length of ≃ 300 m. It was opened from 19:00 on 15-07-2017
for all the night, except during the �rework show between 23:00 and 00:30.
To estimate the pedestrian �ow across the bridge, we have counted the mo-
bile devices that leave two signals at opposite sides of the bridge during the
considered time interval slot to distinguish between the bridge crossing into
opposite directions.
The results are reported in the �gure 3.2 (top) where the estimated pene-
tration of our sample is ≃ 1.6% according to a best �t of the measures with
20% average error (excluding the �ow measured after the reopening of the
bridge). The reduced sample penetration to the expected 5% is due to the
small spatial scale of the bridge that requires a coincidence of two signals
from the same device at the opposite sides of the bridge in a brief time in-
terval. Then we expect that the variability of the activity rate reduces the
sample penetration. We have computed the 10 minutes activity rate for the
devices located in an area near the bridge from 19:00 of 15-7-2017; the results
are reported in the Figure 3.2 (bottom).
Finally, we remark that the estimated �ows allow reproducing the evolution
of the empirical observation with good accuracy except for a single point
between midnight and one o'clock a.m. when the bridge was reopened after
the �rework.
Indeed a signi�cant pedestrian �ow was recorded between 00:30 and 1:00,
and the GPS dataset does not detect it. A possible explanation was that the
activity of the mobile device in the area was dropped down during and after
the �reworks. In fact, most people were mainly interested in attending the
show and, afterward, crossing the bridge towards the Venice center, moving
in a crowded environment. Indeed, using the direct empirical observations,
we evaluate a net �ow towards the Giudecca island of 8000 people from the
opening of the bridge and a net �ow of 14000 people after the bridge reopen-
ing (probably because some people reach the island by ferryboat).
The GPS dataset correctly estimates the incoming �ow but underestimates
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the outgoing �ow of approximately 8000 people. This estimate could be con-
sistent if the device activity at the bridge were reduced by a factor of 3 in
the time interval from 00:30 to 1:00.

We observe as the device activity rate increases before the �rework show,
probably due to the people excitation before the big event of the day, and
quickly drop down by a factor 2 afterward. However, the empirical evidence
suggests that the selected sample recovers its representativity during the
night after the �rst time slot. A possible explanation is that at the bridge's
reopening, the high level of crowding due to the pedestrian �ow incoming to
Venice discourages people from using the ICT while they are walking.
As a consequence, many people move away from the area without leaving
any signal in the dataset. When a normal condition is recovered, the device
activity of the remaining people returns at the same level as before the �re-
works. However, we have observed a lower average value since we are still
considering the whole device population.
According to the previous discussion, a model for the pedestrian �ows based
on the ICT device activities could miss detecting localized critical situations.

Mobility paths reconstruction on the road network
The �ltered GPS positions are geolocalized on the Venice road network that

has to be extended to include the ferryboat lines (see �gure 3.1 bottom).
The procedure considers the land and water mobility separately since the
two mobility networks are physically separated. It is necessary to check the
transitions from one network to another carefully. We connect two successive
points left by the same device using the best path algorithm on the road
network to create a mobility path. We check when the path changes from
land mobility to water mobility and the estimated travel speed.
To end a land path and start a water path, we require that at least two
successive points in a sequence are attributed on a ferryboat line by the
algorithm. In the case of a single point on a ferryboat line, we forced the
localization of this point on the nearest road on land. In the second case, we
discharge the paths whose velocity is inconsistent with the typical pedestrian
velocity (or ferryboat velocity).
Finally, we have neglected unconventional paths which cross a very high
number of roads (more than 200) or have a small number of points (less
than 3). In the �rst case, we attribute these paths to people performing a
particular activity in Venice (for example, a postman) unrelated to tourist
or citizen mobility. In the second case, the associated paths are too short to
study the mobility properties.
In this way, we reconstruct the daily mobility of ≃ 2800 (resp. ≃ 3600)
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Figure 3.2: Top picture: comparison of the hourly �ows on the Redentore bridge
estimated from the GPS database (continuous curves) and the empirical measures
by a direct people counting (dots). The blue data refer to the pedestrian �ow from
Giudecca island toward Venice, whereas the red data refer to the pedestrian �ows
in the opposite direction. The scaling factor applied to the GPS data corresponds
to the penetration of 1.6% of the sample. We recall that the bridge was closed
between midnight and one o'clock. Bottom picture: empirical relative frequency
to get a GPS record in a time interval of 10 minutes, from a device of our sample
present in the area of interest near the Redentore bridge; the red line is a mean
average over one hour to smooth the �uctuation e�ect.
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Figure 3.3: Top picture: number of selected devices present the Redentore dataset
collected during the three days: we observe the abnormal increase of the presence
during the night of 15/7/2017. Bottom picture: some examples of mobility paths
reconstructed (continuous lines) on the road network of the historical center on
Venice using GPS data (red dots).

di�erent devices per day for the Carnival dataset (resp. for the Redentore
dataset). In Figure 3.3 (top), we show the measured number of moving
devices detected in the historical center of Venice. The algorithms have
correctly reconstructed the mobility paths during the Redentore celebration:
the �gure refers both to the land and water mobility. Clearly, it shows the
presences' circadian rhythm with a peak during the evening of 15/7/2017
on the occasion of the �reworks. According to the estimated penetration
of 1.6% of our sample, the GPS data estimate a peak of ≃ 80, 000 people
during the evening of 15th July and a number of passengers of order 104

on the ferryboat transportation system. These numbers are consistent with
estimates provided by the local newspapers. In Figure 3.3 (bottom), we
report some examples of the reconstructed mobility paths on the Venice road
network joined with the ferry lines on the channels.
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Statistical properties of mobility paths
The mobility paths provide dynamic information on how people realize

their mobility demand on the road network during the considered events.
The elapsed time between two successive GPS data is used to attribute a
displacement velocity that, of course, is a�ected by the rest times at any
point of interest.
We remark that we have not a start and end point of every single trip, but
only a sampling of the whole daily mobility of a device since the GPS data
are recorded only in conjunction with an activity: for example, the elapsed
time between two successive points may be a�ected by a stop for shopping.
A dynamic model to simulate the pedestrian dynamics on the Venice road
network based on the individual dynamics has to include tracts covered at
constant velocity and breaks due to points of interest, crowded situations, or
to recover from the walking fatigue.
We consider some statistical properties of the reconstructed mobility paths
to check if they are consistent with other statistical laws suggested by analyz-
ing mobility datasets in urban contexts. In �g. 3.4 we report the daily path
length distribution for both the considered datasets: the average mobility
lengths are 3.1 km and 4.3 km respectively for the Carnival and the Festa
del Redentore datasets.
The di�erences between the two distributions may be explained both by the
e�ect of weather conditions (the Carnival takes place in winter whereas the
Festa del Redentore is celebrated during summer) and by the di�erent or-
ganization of the two events. The Venice Carnival is an ensemble of events
spread on the historical center even if San Marco square is always the attrac-
tive primary location, whereas the Festa del Redentore is celebrated in the
area near Giudecca Canal between the Giudecca island and the Riva degli
Schiavoni.
Therefore one expects mobility more in�uenced by an origin-destination char-
acter during the Festa del Redentore than during the Carnival of Venice.

The path distribution in �g. 3.4 refers only to pedestrian mobility since
we have excluded all the mobility paths with a tract on a ferry line. This cri-
terion is satis�ed by 2/3 of the devices in our sample, whereas the remaining
1/3 performs mixed mobility.
We propose an exponential interpolation of the path length distribution for
both the datasets (cfr. dashed lines in �g. 3.4) and we observe as the expo-
nential interpolation overestimates the short paths in the Festa del Redentore
according to the existence of a great origin-destination component.
Assuming the existence of an average characteristic pedestrian velocity, the
path length can be interpreted as a mobility energy distribution in agreement
with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. It is consistent with the concept of
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the mobility path lengths reconstructed during the
Carnival (top picture) and the Festa del Redentore (bottom picture) in the Venice
historical center. The dashed line is an exponential interpolation of the distribution
tail whose formula is reported in the pictures.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of the elapsed time associated with the daily mobility
paths reconstructed during the Carnival (left picture) and the Festa del Redentore

(right picture) in the Venice historical center.

travel time budget proposed in other studies of urban mobility. The expo-
nential decaying de�nes two di�erent characteristic lengths, 3.0 km for the
Carnival dataset and 3.8 km for the Festa del Redentore dataset, and it sug-
gests the propensity of the individuals to perform greater mobility in the last
case.
In both cases, these distances are probably greater than the typical pedes-
trian mobility in a city. However, they re�ect the average walking distance in
the historical center of Venice, where pedestrian mobility is prevalent. The
exponential distribution overestimates short mobility paths since one must
cover a minimal distance to satisfy the mobility demand. The presence of
short daily mobility paths could also be related to the use of the public trans-
portation system.
To understand the statistical features of the observed mobility, we also con-
sider the mobility time distribution associated with the mobility paths, com-
puted as the elapsed time between the �rst and the last recorded GPS posi-
tion of a device in the area of interest (see �g. 3.5).

The mobility time is the sum of the travel times and the rest times. The
device activity during the night can a�ect the distribution tail not directly
related to the mobility. It is a reasonable assumption that if an individual has
spent more than 8 h in Venice, he has a relevant probability of spending the
night in Venice. Indeed, to spend more than 8 h in Venice living outside, one
has to add a commuting time between 1 and 2 h and consider the possibility
of taking lunch and dinner in Venice, which could be quite expensive.
The exponential interpolation is less justi�ed due to the increased e�ect of
the rest times with respect to the mobility times, and we derive a dynamic
model for the relation between the mobility path lengths and the mobility
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Figure 3.6: Relation between the average path lengths s and the elapsed times:
the left picture refers to the Carnival dataset and the right picture to Festa del

Redentore dataset. The plots are obtained performing a running average of length
100 on the (t, s) data. The continuous line is the result of a power-law interpolation
(cfr. eq. (3.1)) with exponents α = .41 in the �rst case and α = .58 in the second
one, whereas the proportionality coe�cient is ≃ 1.7 in both cases.

time.

Dynamic properties of the mobility paths
Let us consider an ensemble of an individual moving on the road network;

we de�ne the average moving velocity v(t)

d < s >

dt
= v(t)

where < s > is the average path length corresponding to a mobility time t.
In �g. 3.6 we show the result of an interpolation of the empirical relation
between < s > and t through a power law

< s >= ctα (3.1)

where c is a suitable constant.
In normal conditions, the pedestrian dynamics is performed at a constant

velocity v0, with a stochastic variation among individuals, and a linear rela-
tion s = v0tw is expected where tw is the walking time.
The statistical law < s >∝ tα with α < 1, where we average on the path
lengths corresponding to a given mobility time t implies that the rest times,
de�ned by the di�erence t−tw, increase as a function of t. Therefore the rela-
tion (3.1) simulates a fatigue e�ect of individuals during pedestrian mobility.
We remark that it is di�cult to relate this e�ect to crowding conditions in
the road network unless one could compute a fundamental diagram for the
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pedestrian dynamics in the Venice road network. In our opinion, this is pos-
sible, but it requires a dataset that includes a long period of observations.
The interpolation of the empirical data gives an exponent α = .41 in the case
of the Carnival dataset and α = .58 in the case of the Festa del Redentore
dataset. This di�erence suggests less e�ective mobility during the Carnival
than during the Festa del Redentore, probably due to the weather conditions
in winter, but also by the many activities that could attract the attention of
people.
To relate the empirical observations with a microscopic dynamic model, we
propose a relation between the walking time tw and the mobility time t of
the form

dtw =
αdt

(1 + t/τ)1−α
(3.2)

where τ is a fatigue scale time for pedestrian mobility and α > 0 measures
the mobility e�ciency: α → 1 is the most e�cient mobility when space and
time are proportional.
The relation (3.2) implies that if t < τ the mobility time practically coincides
with the walking time, whereas the walking time reduces to a small fraction
of the mobility time when t ≫ τ as fast as α ≪ 1.
For a typical visit of 6 h in the Venice historical centre, the formula (3.2)
implies that the walking time fraction is tατ 1−α ≃ 2.5 h for a fatigue time
scale τ ≃ 1 h. A simple calculation gives

s = tαv0τ
1−α

[(
1 +

τ

t

)α

−
(τ
t

)α]
≃ v̄0τ

1−ααtα t ≫ τ

so that one recovers eq. (3.1)

< s >=
v̄0
α
τ 1−αtα (3.3)

We remark that the relation (3.3) is singular when α → 0 (i.e. there is no
mobility). Moreover, the validity of eq. (3.2) for long times t is question-
able since they can be a�ected by the device activities at home, hotels, or
restaurants. The numerical interpolation provides the value

v̄0τ
1−α ≃ 1.7

so that estimating v̄0 ≃ .5 m/sec as a typical average pedestrian velocity, one
obtains the fatigue time scale τ ≃ 1 h. This approach provides an analytical
formula for the mobility time distribution once the distribution of < s > is
known. Due to the signi�cant individual variability in the recorded mobility,
the < s > distribution is no longer exponential. The approximation with a
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Figure 3.7: Interpolation of the empirical elapsed time distributions by using the
analytical distribution (3.4) the left picture refers to the Carnival dataset, whereas
the right picture to Redentore dataset. The continuous line is the distribution (3.4)
with parameter α = .42, τ = 1 in the �rst case and α = .58 and τ = 1 in the second
one.

constant distribution is reasonable at this stage (see supplementary material).
Then one obtains a mobility time distribution of the form

p(t) ∝ (1 + t/τ)−(1−α) (3.4)

We remark that this distribution is not summable, and we expect validity
for a limited time interval.
In �g. 3.7 we show the comparison between the empirical mobility time
distribution and the analytical distribution (3.4). The parameters used in
the interpolation are consistent with the interpolation shown in �g. 3.7 with
τ = 1. We remark as the analytical law provides a quite good interpolation
of the mobility time distributions with t ∈ [0 : 6] h, whereas the distribution
tail is still exponential.

Pedestrian mobility network
The reconstruction of the mobility paths also allows studying how people

perform their mobility on the road network. We consider the problem of
determining the most used subnetwork of the Venice road network. The
existence of mobility subnetworks could be the consequence of the peculiarity
of the Venice road network, where it is quite easy to get lost if you do not
have a map. Therefore people with limited knowledge of the road network
move according to paths suggested by internet sites or follow the signs on
the roads.
To point out a mobility subnetwork, we rank the roads of Venice according
to weight proportional to the number of mobility paths passing through each
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Figure 3.8: Selected subnetworks (highlighted in purple) of the total road network
of the Venice historical center (in the background) that explain 64% of the recorded
mobility in the datasets. The top picture refers to the Carnival mobility during
26/02/2017 and corresponds to 13% of the total length of the Venice road net-
work. The bottom picture refers to the Redentore mobility during 15/07/2017 and
corresponds to 15% of the total length of the Venice road network.

road. Then, we have applied an algorithm to extract a connected subnetwork,
which contains the roads in the ranking able to explain a �xed percentage of
the observed mobility (see supplementary material for a brief description of
the main steps of the algorithm). We can extract a subnetwork that explains
the 64% of the observed mobility using 13% of the total road network length
for the case of the Carnival dataset and 15% of the total length in the case
of the Festa del Redentore dataset.
The selected road subnetworks are plotted in �g. 3.8 for both the datasets.
Many of the highlighted paths are also suggested by internet sites.

However, we remark some di�erences that can be related to the di�erent
nature of the considered events. During the Carnival of Venice, the mobility
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seems to highlight three main directions connecting the railway station and
the Piazzale Roma (top-left in the map), which are the main access points
to the Venice historic center, with the area around San Marco square, where
many activities where planned during 26/02/2017.
In the case of the Festa del Redentore the structure is more complex due to
the appearance of several paths connecting the station and Piazzale Roma
with the Dorsoduro district in front of the Giudecca island (see map in the
supplementary materials). This geometrical structure could have a double
explanation: on the one hand, the Festa del Redentore introduces an at-
tractive area near the Giudecca island, where the �reworks take place in
the evening; on the other hand, the Festa del Redentore is a festivity very
much felt by the local population, that knows the Venice road network and
performs alternative paths.

Foreigners versus Italians mobility
To study the possible e�ect on the mobility of a greater custom to visit

Venice, we divide the devices in the datasets into Italian and foreign devices
according to the roaming protocol. The technical details that allow this dis-
aggregation are reported in the Supplementary Material. Of course, we have
no guarantees that all the Italians are more used to visiting Venice than the
foreigners, but this is a reasonable assumption since many commuter visitors
come from neighboring regions during the considered events.
Then we have associated to each road two normalized weights wfo,it propor-
tional to the number of mobility paths of Italians and foreigners on the road
itself (the detected Italians are approximately 10 times the foreigners). In
this way, we select the roads that are respectively preferred by the Italians
and by the foreigners considering the distribution of the di�erence wfo −wit

and introducing thresholds at ±1 rms and ±4.5 rms. In �g. 3.9 we plot the
results for the two datasets. We remark that not all the highlighted roads are
present in the subnetworks in �gure 3.8 since it was not possible to connect
them using the high-ranked roads in our list.

It is noteworthy to observe that the majority of highlighted roads show
a well-de�ned preference by one of the two populations (i.e., their di�erence
|wfo − wit| is greater than 4.5 rms).
During the Carnival, the foreigners follow a path passing through Strada
Nuova to reach San Marco square and the Rialto bridge. In contrast, Italians
prefer to go through the central part of the Venice historic center. Moreover,
we have two clear attraction areas for the foreign people at the Old Getto (up
left in the picture) and near Palazzo Grassi (in the center of the picture).
These preferences are also observed during the Festa del Redentore except
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Figure 3.9: Preferred roads of foreigners and Italians in the historical center of
Venice during 26/02/2017 (top) and 15/07/2017 (bottom). The foreigners have
found more favorite roads highlighted in yellow and green according to the thresh-
olds 1 and 4.5 σ in the weight di�erence ws − wi. In contrast, the more favorite
roads by Italians are highlighted in red and purple according to the thresholds −1
and −4.5 rms.
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for the Old Getto that was not pointed out by the algorithm. However, the
attractiveness of San Marco square is increased for the foreigners with respect
to the Italians that prefer to reach the area in front of Giudecca island.
This is consistent with the structure of the mobility subnetwork in this area
that seems to be used manly by Italians (�g. 3.8 bottom).

Attractiveness of the main areas of interest
Finally, we analyze the mobility driven by the areas of greatest attrac-

tiveness like San Marco square during the Carnival and the Giudecca island
during the Festa del Redentore.
We select the mobility paths passing through San Marco square (or the Re-
dentore bridge) and reconstruct the mobility network de�ned by incoming
paths. The results are plotted in �g. 3.10: for the Carnival dataset, we
select ≃ 1200 mobility paths corresponding to the 42% of the total mobility,
whereas for the Festa del Redentore dataset, we select ≃ 700 mobility paths
corresponding to 19% of the total mobility.

The highlighted road networks explain the 61% (resp. 54%) of the to-
tal pedestrian mobility towards the San Marco square (resp. towards the
Giudecca island) in the datasets.
In the �rst case, the analysis points out three main mobility pedestrian paths
starting from the main entry points (the railway station and the Piazzale
Roma parking area) that joins near the Rialto bridge. The observed mobil-
ity from the Rialto bridge presents a more di�usive character and does not
clearly de�ne a path. Then we have an incoming path from the Riva degli
Schiavoni due to the ferryboat line contribution and a well-de�ned path be-
tween San Marco and the Accademia Bridge (see map in the supplementary
materials).
We observe a single pedestrian path from the main entry points towards the
Giudecca island in the second case. In contrast, we have various incoming
paths along the canal banks, indicating that people arrived by ferryboat.
Noteworthy, there is not a clear connection between the San Marco square
and the Giudecca island, suggesting that most of the people interested in the
Festa del Redentore in the evening have not visited San Marco before.

SCR-Smart Control Room
We introduce a short presentation about the functioning of the Smart Con-

trol Room (SCR) simulator. We will not dwell on the details of the software,
well illustrated in the section 2.3, but we will give a general overview. As
reported in �gure 3.11, the inputs of each simulation consist of two parts, one
static and the other in near real-time. The static inputs involve the knowl-
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Figure 3.10: Top picture: the mobility network driven by the attractiveness of
San Marco square during 26/02/2017 that takes into account the 61% of the total
pedestrian mobility towards the square. Bottom picture: the mobility network
driven by the attractiveness of Giudecca island during 15/07/2017 that takes into
account the 54% of the total pedestrian mobility towards the bridge.
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Figure 3.11: It is the �owchart of the Smart Control Room simulator. There are the
static inputs to the left, at the top the real-time inputs, at the bottom the periodic
output, and at the right the �nal outputs. In the central block, the simulator work
is outlined.

edge acquired in previous research about how pedestrians move in Venice,
how they prefer to walk, and what attraction points they want to reach dur-
ing a city tour. Furthermore, we also have access to the GTFS data for the
public transport information (ferryboat trips, stops, and timetables) and the
history databases in which we collect the data acquired by the sensors in the
past. In addition, there are the near real-time counters from a camera system
distributed along the main paths founded in the previous study. Therefore,
we can simulate both past and present pedestrian mobility, thus introducing
forecasting predictions.
We can collect and dump intermediate output about the �uxes on the streets
and the number of passes through some virtual barriers during the simula-
tion. In this way, we can compare simulated with real data and then make a
parametric tuning. At the end of the simulation, we can show the behavior
in a heatmap of population distribution or in a dynamical map of �ow. In
addition, we can reproduce the statistical properties of pedestrian mobility,
estimating travel times and lengths distribution.

Conclusion
The possibility of recording accurate anonymous georeferenced positions

of mobile ICT devices whenever they perform an activity provides dynamic
information on the people's mobility on a whole road network. Even if the
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requirements to reconstruct reliable daily mobility paths strongly reduce the
samples' penetration, we succeed in studying some statistical and dynamic
properties of pedestrian mobility in Venice. We explicitly analyze pedestrian
mobility during two signi�cant tourist events, but our methodologies apply to
any dynamic GPS dataset containing individual mobility on a road network.
The historical center of Venice is an ideal experimental �eld to study the
features of pedestrian mobility. The choice of two large tourist events (the
Carnival of Venice 2017 and the Festa del Redentore) as case studies allows
on the one hand to increase the representativeness of the sample and on the
other hand to provide quantitative information to the stakeholders that are
in charge of the management of tourist �ows.
Our results are consistent with the existence of a 'mobility energy .' They
point out the relevance of a 'fatigue e�ect' that reduces the average speed of
a mobility path as the mobility time increases. Moreover, the distribution
of the mobility paths on the Venice road network allows both to reconstruct
connected subnetworks able to explain the majority of the observed mobility
and give information on how people use the road network to reach the main
areas of interest. These results can also be relevant for realizing a monitoring
system of the pedestrian �ows in Venice, suggesting where to install the
people counting devices and how the local measures can be correlated to the
mobility state of the road network.
The possibility of disaggregating Italians from foreigners by the roaming
protocol shows some di�erent behaviors that should be further analyzed to
understand if they can be related to the di�erent knowledge of the Venice
road network. The di�erent features of the two events (the Venice Carnival
takes place for two weeks in winter, whereas the Festa del Redentore is a
religious holiday in summer) are re�ected by di�erent dynamic properties of
the observed mobility. Our results show the possibility of using the quality of
the GPS data on a small sample of mobile devices to build useful tools. These
can study the individual mobility at the spatial scale of the road and tune
dynamic models of pedestrian �ows that perform nowcasting and forecasting
of the mobility state of the whole road network to avoid critical states.
We expect that in the next future, the quality and the quantity of GPS
datasets provided by the ICT will continuously increase and that their study
will contribute to the debate on the development of the Smart City paradigm.
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3.2 Case study: Rimini

The cartography used for the analysis of Rimini city is shown in �gure 1.2.
The bounding box 3.2 de�nes it and it involves 18,894 polys, 13,842 nodes,
and 51,971 arches inside a box of nearly 22× 24 km2.
The notions about node, poly and arc is discussed in section 2.1 and are
displayed in �gure 2.1.

Latitude Longitude

Min 43.96519 12.43720
Max 44.16400 12.73840

Table 3.2: The bounding box of Rimini cartography expressed in minimum
and maximum latitude and longitude.

We now observe di�erent results achieved from di�erent kinds of data.
In particular, for the city of Rimini, we have MDT data from Telecom and
MTS data collected by coils installed along some roads. We have introduced
all these types of data in more detail in the section 1.2.

Data analysis and path reconstruction
In this section, we will consider the results obtained with the MDT data.

The available data goes from 07-08-2020 to 17-08-2020. This period involves
the days just before and after the Italian festivities of Ferragosto (15 Aug),
which coincides with the Italian's favorite week for the vacation; therefore, we
can not �nd signi�cant di�erences among the day of the week. Furthermore,
due to the COVID-19 disease, in 2020, there was increased regional and
domestic tourism.
In the section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we illustrated the algorithms used for �ltering,
georeferencing, and reconstructing the trajectories of each activity. These
algorithms are related to speci�c parameters that we have to set according
to the cartography or acquisition technology. For Rimini analysis, according
to its cartography feature, we used the parameter reported in the table 3.3.

by referring to the diagram shown in �gure 2.7, in this day, we obtain the
following numerical value for the results:

� After the data reading with timestamp between 00:00:00 and 23:59:59
of 15 Aug 2020 and GPS coordinates inside the box described by 3.2,
we collect 1,917,097 activities expressed in 16,438,255 records.
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name parameter value

map_resolution 60.0 (m)
l_gauss 10.0 (m)

max_inst_speed 50.0 (m/s)
min_node_distance 20.0 (m)
min_poly_distance 50.0 (m)
min_data_distance 50.0 (m)

threshold_v 50.0 (m/s)
threshold_t 3600 (s)
threshold_n 3

threshold_polyunique 4

Table 3.3: Values of functional parameters for MDT data analysis in Rimini.

� After the record down-sampling, based on the distance between con-
secutive points, we keep the 16.35% of records with a total of 2,687,969
points. This substantial reduction shows an aspect of the nature of
data, which is that MDT data are very close and frequent, more than
is necessary to reconstruct the trips.

� After the georeferencing algorithm, 81.28% of the remaining records
are georeferenced, while 18.72% are too far away from any arc of car-
tography.

� The 50.71% of these georeferenced data forms an activity with just
one record, called Presence from now on. Then, we obtain 1,362,924
presences.

� From the remaining 30.58%, the 18.26% pass the threshold, and ulti-
mately we obtain 42,880 trajectories during a single day.

Estimation of sample penetration
The plots in �gure 3.12 show the statistical goodness of this kind of data

after our �ltering and reconstruction procedure. Indeed the plot (a) shows
the number of active trajectories in 15 minutes during a single day (15 Aug
2020). The evidence of a structure with two main peaks, in the morning and
evening, con�rms the data goodness in the emergence of the typical circadian
rhythm. In plot (b), we report a comparison done for a street in which a coil
is present (see sub-section 1.2.2) to estimate the penetration of this dataset.
The curves represent the average trend for the period 10-16 Aug 2020 with
an hourly bin: the solid blue line is those recorded by the coil, and the dotted
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: (a) Number of active trajectories in 15 minutes during 15 Aug 2020.
(b) The average trend for the period 10-16 Aug 2020 with an hourly bin: solid blue
line refers to data recorded by the coil; dotted orange refers to MDT data. The
penetration factor is equal to 1.51%.
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Figure 3.13: Heatmap for the center of Rimini obtained with trips that, after
the analysis, collapse to a single point called presence, on 15 Aug 2020. The
heatmap shows only the coordinates that has more than 20 occurrences performed
by di�erent activity_ids throughout the day.

orange line is those reconstructed from MDT data. We can see that the two
trends are very consistent, with a penetration factor of 1.51%.

Spatial distribution of Presences
We used just the trajectories for the study of mobility, but the presences,

which have large numbers, can provide information about the spatial distri-
bution of activities. For example, the heatmap in �gure 3.13 shows the areas
of increased activity.

Trajectory statistical properties
Later, the path of trajectory is reconstructed using the Best Path algo-

rithm already discussed in 2.2.2. Since we know the length path for each
trajectory, as the distance between its points, and time path, like the time
interval between last and �rst record, we can measure the average speed of
the trip.
In �gure 3.14, we can observe the distribution of these quantities from data
analysis from 10 Aug 2020 to 16 Aug 2020, after excluding the trips with a
duration of fewer than 1 minute, since they do not represent the real mobil-
ity, but they are just pieces of paths. These pieces are inevitable in this kind
of data since the records are stored when the user makes a phone activity.
While datasets like those of Bella Mossa or Octo telematics have the advan-
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tage of being closely related to the actual start and �nish of travel by the
user.
We note that length distribution (a), expressed in semi-log scale, reveals
a power-law decay, particularly for the selected range between 1.5km and
10km. As is known, this behavior is typical of a situation in which a mixture
of di�erent mobility strategies and transport means is present. As we will
see below, we need to disaggregate the activity for di�erent transport means
to obtain an exponent for each kind of modality.
In the same way, the time distribution decay (b) follows a power-law function
with a power factor of 1.54. The existence of di�erent mobility strategies is
con�rmed by the average speed distributions, in which is evident the emer-
gence of more than one pick. In particular, it reveals the presence of three
areas: the �rst main pick at a low speed comparable with the slow-mobility
of pedestrians and bicycles, a sort of bump in the central part in which dif-
ferent urban means of transport overlap, and �nally a pick at hight speed
representing the faster mobility of car trips on extra-urban streets and high-
ways.

The reconstruction of activity paths allows measuring the number of
passes along any roads and highlighting the parts of the network more widely
used globally and by a speci�c class (attributable to one or more transport).

In �gure 3.15 (a) we can show the roads most crossed during the 15 Aug
2020 with a threshold scale that de�nes the color code. In particular, we
measure the quantity:

σ =

√∑Npoly

i=0 cnti
2

Npoly

(3.5)

where cnti represents the number of people that cross the poly during the
analysis in both directions. Then, we obtain that:

� Yellow polys are those with cnti > 4.5σ; the most widely used.

� Red polys are those with 2.5σ < cnti ≤ 4.5σ.

� Green polys are those with 1.5σ < cnti ≤ 2.5σ.

� Blue polys are those with 1.0σ < cnti ≤ 1.5σ.

The plot (b) represents the distribution of crossings number per poly dur-
ing the same date. As expected, the trend seems to follow a power-law decay;
therefore, there are few polys with many crossings, and the vast majority of
them have a small number of passages. The vertical lines correspond to the
threshold limit value: from blue to yellow, respectively, σ, 1.5 σ, 2.5 σ and
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.14: Analysis of Rimini MDT data from 10 Aug 2020 to 16 Aug 2020.
(a) Trip length distribution with average ≃ 2.83 km. Power-law �t parameters:
a = 6.63×103, b = 1.0 with R2 = 0.986. (b) Trip time distribution with average ≃
17.8 minutes. Power-law �t parameters: a = 22.9× 104, b = 1.54 with R2 = 0.992.
(c) Trip average speed distribution with average ≃ 32.5 km/h.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15: (a) Map of Rimini road-network on 15 Aug 2020 coloured according to
the number of crossings per poly (cnti). Yellow: cnti > 4.5σ (most widely used).
Red: 2.5σ < cnti ≤ 4.5σ. Green: 1.5σ < cnti ≤ 2.5σ. Blue: 1.0σ < cnti ≤ 1.5σ.
(b) Distribution of the number of crossings per poly on 15 Aug 2020. The vertical
lines correspond to the threshold limit value. In the legend, the percentage of
mobility is explained by polys that fall in the range of thresholds above.
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4.5 σ. In the legend, the percentage mobility is explained by polys that fall
in the range of thresholds above. Furthermore, we calculated the percentage
of kilometers involved in each threshold range, and we found from the greater
to smaller sigma, respectively the values: 3.10%, 1.27%, 2.60% and 3.53%.
This means that almost the 57% of mobility is explained by just the 10.5%
of network length, showing again how unbalanced the usage of roads in a city
is.

Multimodality classi�cation
Considering the previous observations about global speed distribution, we

used the classi�cation approach described in section 2.2.3 to disaggregate the
trips according to the mobility strategy to reveal statistical di�erences and
a diversi�ed road network usage.
In this case, we try to �nd four di�erent clusters (2 for slow mobility and 2
for the faster), and we use the following four features for each trip:

1. Average speed of trip: the ratio of trip length, measured as the sum
of the distance between consecutive points and trip time, which corre-
sponds to the di�erence between the last and �rst record of the trip.

2. Maximum speed of trip: the maximum average of instantaneous speeds
measured among consecutive data with a settable window's size. In
this case, this window has dimension 2.

3. Minimum speed of trip: the minimum average of instantaneous speeds
measured among consecutive data with a settable window's size. And
even then, the dimension of windows is 2.

4. Sinuosity : the ratio of the euclidean distance between the �rst and
last record of trajectory and the length measured as the sum of all
record distances. This value can be a maximum of 1.0 and indicates
how curvy the path is: the smaller the sinuosity, the more tortuous the
chosen path.

We noted that the usage of soft clustering allows us to obtain, for any
data, the degree of membership to each cluster. We choose to impose a
threshold for this degree after the classi�cation. In particular, we assign to
a trip the class which corresponds to the maximum degree, as long as it is
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greater than 0.5. Otherwise, the trip is considered unclassi�able.
In this case, we obtain over 42,875, 41,277 result classi�able (the 9.36% of
the available trajectories) with a Dunn index of 1.19× 10−3.

class number average speed maximum speed minimum speed sinuosity
(km/h) (km/h) (km/h)

class 0 4.28 11.26 3.69 0.74
class 1 18.87 40.53 15.24 0.78
class 2 43.39 74.46 33.50 0.88
class 3 112.54 141.30 91.88 0.97

class number occurrences

class 0 7826
class 1 7849
class 2 17850
class 3 7752

Table 3.4: Values of centers of clusters and the number of trips members of
each class for MDT data in Rimini on 15 Aug 2020.

Table 3.4 reports some information about each class. In the �rst row,
there are the values of the cluster's center; in the second one, there is the
number of trips members of that class.
As anticipated from the global speed analysis, we found di�erent speed
regimes compatible with pedestrians, bicycles, and cars. In particular, the
slowest class (class 0) has velocity values comparable with a mix of pedestrian
and bike trips. In contrast, the other three classes have velocities attributable
to car trips with di�erent regimes. It is also noted that the greater the ve-
locity, the greater the sinuosity. We can explain this relationship with the
road network structure: the streets and then the trips performed at high
velocity are located in the city's periphery, where the number of curves and
deviations is minor than possible. On the contrary, polys are short in the
heart of the city, and the turning points are very frequent.

In order to highlight the di�erent usage of the road network, according
to the kind of class, we used the algorithm described in the supplementary
material of section 3.1 for subnetwork creation. Indeed, knowing the number
of passages through each poly for each class, it is possible to de�ne a ranking
of the streets based on their usage. The algorithm allows us to extract a
subnetwork fully connected and including a certain percentage of these sorted
polys. Therefore, with a loop on ranked poly, we found the last set of them
for which the ratio of the quantity cntij · lengthi where i = 0...Npoly, j =
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.16: Subnetworks for each class obtained with data of 15 Aug 2020: (a)
class 0 (67% of explained mobility), (b) class 1 (64% of explained mobility), (c)
class 2 (68% of explained mobility), (d) class 3 (86% of explained mobility).
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number class Lm Tm Vm

(km) (min.) (km/h)

class 0 1.17 19.21 4.91
class 1 2.85 13.74 16.54
class 2 6.64 13.29 36.00

Table 3.5: Average length (Lm) , time (Tm) and speed (Vm) for each class in
the period 10-16 Aug 2021.

0...Nclasses between the selected set and the whole network is less than a
value P. The value of this latter is set to 0.70 for the �rst three classes and
0.80 for the last one, and it represents approximately the mobility explained
by each subnetwork.
In 3.16 we observe the resulting subnetworks arranged from the slower to
the faster class (0-(a), 1-(b), 2-(c), 3-(d)). The plot shows how the polys
involved moving from the city center to the periphery as speed increases. In
particular, the last subnetwork includes exactly the motorway network, as
expected from speed distribution.

Figure 3.17 reports the distributions of normalized length L/Lm, normal-
ized time T/Tm, and average velocity (km/h) for disaggregated trips accord-
ing to the classi�cation. We excluded the fastest class (class 3) from this
analysis. Indeed, it is performed on the highway, so the cut of the bounding
box biases its length and time distributions. Furthermore, this mobility takes
place on roads used exclusively: the interaction e�ects due to the simultane-
ous coexistence of more regimes and modalities are not present.
We observe that normalizing the L and T distributions on their average val-
ues, reported in table 3.5, the three distributions tend to collapse in the same
exponential decaying: y = Ae−Bx. The value of B is almost always close to
1; therefore, the average value of L and T corresponds to the characteris-
tic length and time. The disaggregation of speed distributions shows three
distinct peaks, and we can note that those relating to class 2 have a wider
and less pronounced peak. This shape is probably due to this class's hybrid
nature, which selects both faster bikes and slower cars.

Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram
Inspired by the MFD (Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram) analysis, we

want to show if phenomena due to increased network load are present. There-
fore we select a smaller bounding box (�g. 3.18) in the urban part of the city
where we expect the more visible tra�c e�ect.
The idea is to observe the relationship between an average macro speed and
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.17: Distributions of normalized length L/Lm (a), normalized time T/Tm

(b) and average velocity (km/h) (c) for disaggregated trips according to the classi-
�cation with cluster's centres reported in 3.4. The average value are shown in 3.5.
Fit parameters: AL0 = 1.49, BL0 = 1.44, AL1 = 1.43, BL1 = 1.19, AL2 = 1.20,
BL3 = 1.01, AT0 = 1.11, BT0 = 0.95, AT1 = 1.03, BT1 = 1.06, AT2 = 1.07,
BT2 = 0.99.
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Figure 3.18: The smaller bounding box for MFD analysis of Rimini. Latmin =
44.04698, Latmax = 44.08189, Lonmin = 12.55489, Lonmax = 12.61257.

the number of users involved in the mobility at a speci�c time bin. From
literature, we know that this speed decreases as the density increases follow-
ing a hysteresis loop and shows tra�c congestion. An example is shown in
�gure 3.19 (a) taken from [47], in which the authors analyzed a dataset of
cabs journeys in a particular commercial area of Tokyo called Yokohama on
14 Dec 2001.

Then, for the period from 10 Aug 2020 to 16 Aug 2020, for each bin with
∆t = 30 min, we measure the total trip length and the total time of travel
at that bin, according to each class. In this way, we obtain a sort of macro
speed, given by the previous L and T ratio, every half hour. In addition,
knowing the number of users involved in the activity of each bin, we can get
the relation between speed and activity number shown in �gure 3.19 (b). The
increasing number of activities does not a�ect the macro speed for the �rst
two classes related to pedestrian and bike mobility. Instead, when we observe
the car class, the slope of the �tting is greater in absolute value indicating
a stronger correlation between the number of cars and macro speed. We
cannot observe the saturation due to tra�c congestion, having just partial
tracks of an entire trip and a minimal penetration factor. However, the
di�erent behavior among classes is further con�rmation of the classi�cation
goodness.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.19: (a) Image taken from [47]. Yokohama's estimated MFD: Scatter plot
of vT vs N . (b) Rimini's estimated MFD: Scatter plot of Vmed vs N disaggregated
for class. Blue circles correspond to pedestrians, orange triangles to hybrid slow
mobility, and green squares to urban vehicles. Data have been subjected to moving
average with windows size equals to 10. Interpolation parameters: A0 = 0.88,
B0 = −0.15× 10−2, A1 = 2.68, B1 = −0.43× 10−2, A2 = 4.14, B2 = −1.12× 10−2
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Conclusion
The opportunity to use a dataset like those provided by Telecom and to

have a tool able to disaggregate the di�erent mobility strategies could rep-
resent a fundamental instrument for acquiring and sharing knowledge with
stakeholders to improve the sustainability of mobility demand in future smart
cities. Indeed, we have seen how also starting from a dataset full of redundant
records, it is possible to extract just helpful information about multimodal-
ity dynamics through a toolchain of algorithms and procedures capable of
downsampling, georeferencing, and �ltering just the signi�cant trajectories.
Su�ce it to say that we started from approximately 2 million activities per
16.5 million records. In the end, we obtained about 42 thousand trajectories
for a single day: this reduction of the amount of data corresponds with the
emergence of helpful information. Di�erent expected results con�rmed by
observations prove the goodness of the analysis. First of all, as we saw in
�g. 3.12 (a), the time evolution of the number of activities during the 15
Aug 2020 reveals the typical circadian rhythm with two peaks: the �rst one
in the morning and the second one in the late afternoon. Previous results
have shown that this shape of the curve is characteristic of industrialized
cities [27, 51, 52]. In particular, we observe the vehicular transition from a
speci�c poly in which a coil of regional MTS system is placed. Since this
coil detects each passage from the street, the comparison between the �ux
measured by our analysis and the value stored by the coil enables us to know
the penetration factor equal to 1.51%. It is necessary to specify that this is
a quantity measured locally, and there is no guarantee that this percentage
is consistent on the entire network. Nevertheless, the shapes of the curves
seem to reproduce the same daily evolution.
We analyzed the statistical properties for all the trajectories before multi-
modality disaggregation. We found the typical power-law decay, a sign of the
coexistence of more mobility strategies. In particular, the speed distribution
reveals the presence of more than one pick, each of these related to a speci�c
modality. The �rst visualization of most crossed polys (�g. 3.15) shows that
there exists a small percentage (≃ 10.5%) of polys describing a signi�cant
percentage of mobility (≃ 57%), underling the existence of recurrent paths.
Later, the classi�cation of modalities through the FCM algorithm has al-
lowed us to disaggregate di�erent kinds of mobilities that we can interpret
with di�erent means of transport. As reported in table 3.4, class 0 is the slow-
est, and it can be attributed to pedestrian mobility. Class 1 represents slow
mobility, including di�erent kinds of urban modalities like runners, buses, or
bikes. This interpretation is evident if we observe �g. 3.17 (c) where the class
speed distributions are reported: we note that class 1 has a large bell shape
due to the presence of various means of transport. The next step could be to
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search for new features able to disaggregate the element of this class. Class
2 represents the typical vehicular mobility in and around the city, while class
3 represents vehicular mobility at higher speed. Accordingly, we expect that
it takes place on highways and does not a�ect the other class mobility. We
see that the classes are distributed almost equally, except for class 2 that has
more than double the occurrences compared to the other classes. It could
be because people use navigation apps (keeping a constant connection) fre-
quently when they drive. Furthermore, since there exists a �lter based on
distance traveled in our software, a rapid connection to the email or social
networks will be discarded if performed by walking rather than on a car.
The disaggregation enables us to identify the fully connected subnetworks
most commonly used from each class shown in �g. 3.16. We note that the
subnetwork (d) of the last class interests just the motorway section present
in our bounding box and some entry lanes. Therefore we choose to discard
this class from the statistical properties analysis, having this characteristic
very di�erent. In general, we note that these subnetworks explain a very high
percentage of representing mobility. In particular, the networks of classes 0,
1, and 2 have some links that belong only to the class and others in common
with the other classes.
The idea to have a helpful subnetwork to control and manage the behavior of
a city is fascinating, and often it is a goal that especially interests the local
authorities. In this perspective, the next step could be to identify some con-
trol points on this subnetwork and analyze how the correspondence changes
are correlated. Furthermore, it might be interesting to �nd some features
that characterize the subnetwork according to representing mobility.
In �g. 3.17 (a) and (b) are reported the distributions of normalized length
L/Lm and time T/Tm respectively. We note that they decay following the
exponential law: this is a well-known �nding in the literature [27, 53]. The
simulation software, implemented during the Ph.D. work and described in
2.3, models and simulates the behavior of people moving with a speci�c
means of transport. Studying di�erent statistical properties per transporta-
tion allows us to change the setting parameters under these �ndings and then
simulate various mobility strategies. The next step will be to move toward
a multiplex simulation in which each mobility strategy moves on a speci�c
subnetwork, and the interaction between them are possible; for example, we
can simulate the travel of a user that reaches a bus stop on foot and then
continues his journey with the bus.
The last analysis regards the relationship between average speed and density
did following the MFD proposed in [47]. We selected a minor area of Rimini
in which there was higher activity of the �rst three classes, shown in �g. 3.18.
The �g. 3.19 shows the results: we can note that the �rst class, attributable
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to the pedestrian mobility, is not a�ected by congestion phenomena. How-
ever, instead, class 2, interpreted with the vehicular mobility, has a slope
value equal to −1.12 × 10−2. This result reveals a greater e�ect due to the
tra�c conditions.
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3.3 Case study: Bologna

The cartography used for the analysis of Bologna city is that shown in �gure
1.3. It is de�ned by the bounding box 3.6 and it involves 13257 polys, 10064
nodes and 32677 arches inside a box of nearly 9× 14 km2.
The de�nition of the notions of node, poly, and arc is discussed in section
2.1, and it is displayed in �gure 2.1.

Latitude Longitude

Min 44.4522 11.2449
Max 44.5340 11.4213

Table 3.6: The bounding box of Bologna cartography expressed in minimum
and maximum latitude and longitude.

An analysis of multimodal mobility requires considering di�erent data
sets available in the same urban context. In the city of Bologna (Emilia-
Romagna region, in North Italy), we take advantage of the availability of
datasets on urban tra�c that contains a sample of anonymized trajectories
with GPS quality. On the one hand, we had access to the Bella Mossa dataset
recorded on a period of 6 months during 2017 (from April to September) that
contains information on the pedestrian and cycling mobility (see description
at 1.2.3) and, from the other hand, a dataset on vehicle trajectories recorded
by insurance reasons during September 2016 (see description at 1.2.4).
Both datasets consider the mobility in the area shown in the �gure 3.20 (a)
where we have the external box de�ned by table 3.6 and an internal that
contains the historical center of Bologna.
To show the quality of the dataset, we plot in the �gure 3.20 (b) the distribu-
tion of the initial points of the trajectories whose endpoint is in the historical
center: the point distribution highlights the attractiveness of the historical
center for slow mobility.
Using the algorithm shown in section 2.2 it was possible to extract the tra-
jectories from the GPS records for both datasets. We observed that we
obtained an average number of ≃ 4000 trajectories recorded each day for the
Bella Mossa dataset and a total of 136000 bike trajectories and 310000 pedes-
trian trajectories after a �ltering procedure on the very short trips. Even if
we do not control the statistical sample, the number of recorded trajectories
is su�ciently signi�cant to highlight the statistical properties of the bike and
pedestrian mobility in Bologna.
In the section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we illustrated the algorithms used for �ltering,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.20: Picture (a): map of the Bologna metropolitan area; the larger rectan-
gle encloses the area that has been considered by the mobility analysis, whereas the
smaller one shows the historical center of Bologna (lat_max = 44.50591, lat_min
= 44.48460, lon_max = 11.36208, lon_min = 11.32483 ). Picture (b): distribu-
tion of the GPS points of the Bella Mossa dataset which belong to trajectories with
endpoints in the Bologna historical center.
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georeferencing, and reconstructing the trajectories of each activity. These
algorithms are related to speci�c parameters that we must set according to
the cartography or acquisition technology. For both datasets on Bologna
cartography, we used the parameter reported in the table 3.7.

name parameter value

map_resolution 60.0 (m)
l_gauss 10.0 (m)

max_inst_speed 50.0 (m/s)
min_node_distance 20.0 (m)
min_poly_distance 50.0 (m)
min_data_distance 50.0 (m)

threshold_v 50.0 (m/s)
threshold_t 86400 (s)
threshold_n 3

threshold_polyunique 2

Table 3.7: Values of functional parameters for MDT data analysis in Bologna.

In this way, we can dynamically reconstruct the single trajectories. We
have checked the information on the mean transportation by comparing the
average velocity distribution associated with each trip with the expected typ-
ical velocities of a pedestrian or a bicycle.

In the Figure 3.21 we plot the velocity distributions for the pedestrian
and bike trips: we observe that both the distributions are peaked at values
consistent with an average pedestrian velocity (≃ 1.2 m/sec) and an average
bike velocity (≃ 3.1 m/sec). Moreover, the pedestrian velocities are abruptly
decreasing over 2 m/sec as is expected, whereas the bike velocities distribu-
tion has a larger variance due to the perturbations of the road tra�c. Indeed,
the very low average bike velocity could be the consequence of the tra�c rules
or short stops during the trip.
The velocity distributions indicate that the information in the dataset is, in
general, correct, and we have studied the statistical properties of the recorded
mobility according to this assumption. We remark the di�erent features of
the distribution. In the �rst case, we have an average velocity of 1.19 m/sec
(with a peak ≃ 1.4m/sec) and a sharp distribution decay for velocities higher
than 2 m/sec due to the physical limit of the pedestrian velocity. In con-
trast, the variability of low velocities is due to the many stops that may
occur during the trip. In the second case, we have an average velocity of 3.05
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.21: Average velocity distribution of the pedestrian trips (a) and of the
bike trips (b) computed using the Bella Mossa dataset.
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m/sec, which is also the distribution mode. However, the dispersion of the
distribution is larger with an exponential decaying for greater velocities.
For what concerns the Octo telematics dataset (OT), we use the same pa-
rameters reported above. However, in addition, to avoid an over counting of
the short trips (one could switch o� the engine during short term stops), we
apply an algorithm that glues the trips when the stopping time is less than
1 minute, and there is a continuity in the direction of the successive trip.
To check the quality of the OT dataset, we computed the fundamental dia-
gram for the car trips recorded in the historical center (HC) area of Bologna
(see �gure 3.20) to point out the e�ect of tra�c load on the average velocity.
We have restricted the analysis to the trips inside the HC during the working
days to consider the tra�c dynamics on a homogeneous road network. We
assume that the tra�c load in Bologna is directly proportional to the number
of monitored vehicles present in the considered time interval.
Each point is computed by dividing the total traveled length by the total
travel time of the moving vehicles during the considered time interval of 30
minutes. Therefore it gives a congestion measure for the whole road network,
and it cannot be related to the average velocity of individual trips.
The fundamental diagram (see �gure 3.22) highlights the existence of di�er-
ent tra�c regimes in the urban road network according to the tra�c load
that a di�erent average velocity can distinguish: these results are consistent
with the existence of a fundamental diagram for an urban road network [47].

In the fundamental diagram, we observe the points cluster along a straight
line with a negative slope representing the expected decrease of the average
velocity when the tra�c load increases in a road network. The straight re-
gression line suggests a free tra�c average velocity ≃ 17.5 km/h for the
Bologna road network that reduces down to 10 km/h in case of tra�c.
Moreover, the points corresponding to the high tra�c regime of the city do
not follow the regression line and suggest the existence of a limit velocity for
the tra�c regime ≃ 10 km/h. Indeed, the velocity distribution computed
using only the car trips in the HC during a rush hour (7:30-8:30 of a �xed
working day with a limited statistics of 5600 trajectories) has an average
value of 2.84 m/sec (≃ 10 km/h). The distribution is sharply decreasing
when the velocity increases, suggesting a strong interaction among vehicles.
In contrast, the velocity distribution in the whole metropolitan area (MA)
is characterized by an average velocity of 4.53 m/sec with an exponential
decaying (see �g. 3.21) when the velocity increases.
This distribution can be interpreted as the result of the coexistence of dif-
ferent type of road network in the same area: the urban road network near
the HC whose the frequent crossing points mainly dominate tra�c dynamics;
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.22: Picture (a): fundamental diagram average-velocity versus tra�c load
(number of monitored vehicles present) computed using the car trips recorded in
the Bologna historical center area with the OT dataset during September 2016;
each point corresponds to a time interval of 30 minutes and the right line is the
result of a linear regression. Picture (b): distribution of the average velocity of the
car trips recorded with the OT dataset in the whole metropolitan area of Bologna:
the circles refer to the car trips in the historical center during rush hours, whereas
the squares refer to the car trips in the whole metropolitan area of Bologna.
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the country road network with larger streets that connect the periphery and
the center and that tend to be congested during rush hours and the highway
(the Bologna ring road) where the stop and go regime is observed.
Each road network seems to be characterized by a di�erent velocity distri-
bution, even if some features are universal. To highlight the features of each
mobility type, we report in the table 3.8 the average values of the velocity,
path length, and travel time distributions related to the di�erent transporta-
tion means on considered areas. We understood that the statistical error was
on the last digit.

Transport means Velocity Vm Path length Lm Travel time Tm

pedestrians 1.19 m/sec 1.81 km 31.6 min.
bikes 3.05 m/sec 3.49 km 24.5 min.
cars HC 2.84 m/sec 2.01 km 11.3 min.
cars MA 4.53 m/sec 3.91 km 13.4 min.

Table 3.8: Average values for the di�erent mobility distributions

The average velocity is a characteristic of pedestrian and bike mobility,
whereas it depends on the tra�c conditions and the road network for cars.
In the considered cases (car mobility in the HC and MA of Bologna), the
average velocities, 10.2 km/h and 16.3 km/h, respectively, are much smaller
than the limit velocity for the urban road network 50 km/h. In particular,
the average velocity in the HC during rush hours is also smaller than the
bike velocity that is comparable to the average car velocity in the MA.
We remark that the average path length for MA cars is 3.91 km, which is
near the average bike path length 3.49 km, whereas the average path length
for HC cars 2.01 km is near the pedestrian path length 1.81 km. The cit-
izen sample in the Bella Mossa dataset probably has a bias toward people
with a propensity for pedestrian and bike mobility. Indeed, in the dataset
are present long pedestrian and bike paths that are probably due to trained
individual and contribute to increasing the average path length values.
Moreover, if one computes the expected travel times from the path length and
the velocity, the corresponding values (Lm/Vm = 25.3 minutes for pedestri-
ans and Lm/Vm = 19.0 minutes for bikes) are shorter than the average travel
time Tm computed using the single trips that could be understood since some
people may have forgotten to switch o� the Bella Mossa App at the end of
a trip, so we use these values as Tm in the sequel. However, the data sug-
gest that cars are considered personal mobility, even for short trips where
pedestrian mobility is inconvenient or too tiring. In contrast, the bike is an
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alternative transport mean to the car since it realizes similar mobility. Nev-
ertheless, bikes' disutility probably has to be related to the energy required
by riding a bicycle or the road network's discomfort. The use of the car in
the HC is perceived as convenient also for short trips for the possibility of
performing complex mobility with di�erent activities for which public trans-
portation would require much more time.
To understand the universal features of the mobility performed using the dif-
ferent transport means, we study the behavior of the distribution functions
of average velocity, path lengths, and travel time.
Suppose one disaggregates the data according to the tra�c load in the whole
area. In that case, the corresponding velocity distributions are character-
ized by di�erent average values: Vm = 4.20 m/sec during rush hours and
Vm = 5.76 m/sec in the evening.
However, the distributions for the normalized velocity V/Vm are very similar
in both cases (see �g. 3.23), suggesting that the average velocity is directly
related to the tra�c load. The possible congestion e�ects increase the dis-
tribution value slightly, corresponding to the low normalized velocities. In
contrast, in the case of low tra�c, the distribution is more peaked around
the average value V/Vm = 1.
It is also interesting to observe the exponential decaying for large values of
the normalized velocities that is the same in both cases: by de�nition, the
average velocity for a given path length L (not too small) is V = L/T where
T is the total travel time that depends on the tra�c condition on the road
network. The average value Tm for the travel time is related to the tra�c
load on the road network, and it can be used to measure the congestion de-
gree. Assuming that the decreasing of the travel time by a quantity ∆T with
respect to an expected value is modeled by a Poisson random process (this
model could also take the heterogeneity of individual behavior), one has the
probability distribution

P (∆T ) ∝ p−∆T/Tm ∆T ≥ 0 (3.6)

where p ∈ [0, 1] is a suitable constant that de�nes the probability of the
relative �uctuations. Then the corresponding relative velocity increasing is

∆V

Vm

≃ ∆T

Tm

where Vm = L/Tm, so that if the travel time �uctuations do not depend on
L, one gets an exponential decaying in the probability distribution of the
normalized velocity V/Vm independently from the tra�c condition, which
essentially modi�es Vm according to �gure 3.22 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.23: Picture (a): distribution of the normalized average velocity V/Vm

where Vm is the mean value for the vehicle trips: the circles refer to rush hours
7:30-8:30 and the squares to a low tra�c regime 22:30-23:30 in the whole Bologna
metropolitan area. Picture (b): comparison of the normalized average velocity
distribution for all the considered mobility types. Right picture: distributions of
the normalized average velocity for all the considered datasets using a semilog scale:
in the inset, we give the correspondence of the di�erent symbols. We remark the
collapse of the distributions for the pedestrian, bike, and car HC mobility, whereas
the distribution for the car mobility in the Bologna MA shows a di�erent behavior.
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However, if we compare the normalized average velocity distributions for
the mobility types reported in table 3.8 (see �g. 3.23), we observe a collapse
for the pedestrian, bike, and car HC distributions, whereas the car distribu-
tion in the MA shows a di�erent decaying for high values V/Vm.
This behavior suggests that the probability p in eq. (3.6) could depend on
the features of the mobility network (i.e., the presence of several crossings)
as well as on the individual behavior (i.e., the heterogeneity of individuals
implies di�erent walking velocities). Indeed, pedestrian and bike mobility
share the same road network with car mobility in the HC in most cases. The
e�ect of frequent stops introduces heterogeneity in the car dynamics similar
to the individual heterogeneity in walking and riding a bicycle. On the con-
trary, the country roads network and the highway contribute mainly to car
mobility in the Bologna MA and increase the probability p in the MA. Here
the road network can be viewed as a multilayer road network with di�erent
travel velocities for the di�erent layers on which the individuals perform their
mobility using strategies to change the road layer.
Under this point of view, individuals can improve mobility e�ciency by re-
ducing the travel time (therefore increasing p) for long trips for which the
multilayer structure is relevant (see �g. 3.26 and [cit.]). The path lengths
distribution does not enter in the previous arguments but plays a fundamen-
tal role in understanding which mobility is realized by the di�erent transport
means. Previous results have pointed out as urban mobility is mainly char-
acterized by an exponential decreasing in the path length distribution since
it re�ects the habit of people to perform local mobility, and it can be justi�ed
using a Maximum Entropy Principle and introducing the concept of mobility
energy.
The path length distributions for di�erent mobilities are characterized by the
means values reported in table 3.8, and we show in �g. 3.24 (a) the normal-
ized path length distributions to highlight the universal features and to inter-
pret the di�erences. All the normalized path lengths are characterized by an
exponential decreasing, but it is possible to observe some structures. Indeed,
the pedestrian and the bike distributions show an initial growth correspond-
ing to the short paths followed by a fast exponential decrease. However, the
pedestrian distribution has a slope change at L/Lm ≃ 2.5 that could denote
the presence of long paths due to sports activities. In contrast, the bike dis-
tribution shows a bimodal structure that could be related to the presence of
two types of mobility demand that could distinguish the bike mobility in the
historical center from the bike mobility in the periphery. The car mobility
provides two distributions where the e�ect of short paths is not evident, and
the exponential decaying is slower. These distributions suggest that private
cars could be used to perform complex mobility that realizes many activities
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(i.e., not a simple origin-destination mobility) so that a Maximal Entropy
Principle can be applied.
Finally, we computed the normalized travel time distributions since mobility
time can be considered a universal cost for all the transport means. The
results plotted in �g. 3.24 (b) highlight a collapse of the distributions for
the bike and car mobility up to values T/Tm ≃ 2.5, whereas the pedestrian
distribution has a sharp peak at T/Tm = 0.5. However, all the distributions
have similar features with an initial fast increase for short trips and an ex-
ponential decaying, so that we consider the possibility that a single model
could explain all the distributions pointing out the relevant parameters that
characterize the use of di�erent transportation means in the MA of Bologna.

A survival model for human mobility
Our point of view is that the statistical properties of human mobility can

be described by a simple model using the assumption of the existence of a
mobility cost function based on the travel time and that the perceived utility
of using a transport means is related to the travel time distribution for short
trips.
Then we de�ne P (T ) as the probability that a trip has a duration greater
than T and we propose a simple survival model to describe the empirical
trip duration distributions based on the assumption that a regular Markov
process can describe the underlying microscopic dynamics

P (T +∆T ) ≃ (1− π(T )∆T )P (T ) (3.7)

where π(T ) is the "stop" transition rate: i.e., the probability that a trip
stops per unit time after a duration T .
By de�nition, the travel time distribution p(T ) is de�ned by

p(T ) = −dP

dT
(3.8)

If limT→∞ π(T ) → β we have an exponential decaying for P (T ) and we
recover the exponential decaying of the empirical distribution for p(T ) and
β−1. However, to describe the distribution behavior, since the urban mobility
is a consequence of the will to perform certain activities, we model the tran-
sition rate π(T ) using the concept of utility function. For a given transport
means, let Uc(T ) and Us(T ) a measure of the perceived utility to continue or
to stop a trip of duration T in the framework of a logit model: Uc(T ) could
be both related to expected advantage get to perform the activity that moti-
vated the trip and to availability of a mobility network for the chosen means,
whereas Us(T ) is the disadvantage to continue the trip after a duration T .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.24: Picture (a): normalized average path length distribution for all the
considered datasets: pedestrians (circles), bikes (squares), cars HC (triangles up),
and cars MA (triangles down) in semilog scale. Picture (b): normalized average
travel time distribution for all the considered datasets using the same convention
for the symbols. It is noteworthy to observe as the distributions for bike and car
mobility tend to collapse.
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Then the simplest assumption is that Uc(T ) = U0
c is constant to measure

the initial utility to perform a trip using a speci�c transport means, whereas
Us(T ) = αT is an increasing function of T . Then we de�ne π(T ) using the
logistic function

π(T ) ∝ eUs(T )

eUc(T ) + eUs(T )

so that introducing the fatigue time scale β−1 to de�ne the proportionality
factor, one gets

π(T ) =
β

1 + exp(U0
c − αT )

=
β

1 + exp(−α(T − Tc))
Tc =

U0
c

α
(3.9)

where the duration Tc can be interpreted as the characteristic duration
associated to the convenience of using a certain transport means (see �g.
3.24 for examples). In the continuous limit ∆T → 0 in eq. (3.7) we get the
survival model

dP

dT
= −π(T )P (T ) (3.10)

where π(T ) plays the role of the hazard function.
The analytical solution of eq. (3.10) is explicitly written in the form

P (T ) = e−βT

[
1 + exp(αTc)

1 + exp(−α(T − Tc))

]β/α
(3.11)

so that we recover an exponential decay for T ≫ Tc and an in�ection point
when αTc ≫ 1. Under this point of view, the three parameters of the model
(3.10) can be associated with physical observables for understanding the
statistical of human mobility. Simple algebraic manipulations provide the
travel time distribution

p(T ) ∝ exp(−βT )

(1 + exp(−α(T − Tc))β/α+1
(3.12)

so that when T ≫ Tc we have the exponential decaying with a characteristic
time scale β−1, whereas when T ≪ Tc if α increases p(T ) ≃ exp(−αTc) and
the time Tc is related to the mode of the distribution T ∗ by

T ∗ = Tc −
1

α
ln

β

α

The characteristic time scale β−1 can be interpreted as a time cost for the
chosen transport means (walking or bike-riding are energy-demanding activ-
ities really, but also using the car in tra�c conditions is a cause of fatigue).
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To perform trips with a duration ≫ β−1 is very improbable.
Similarly, if αTc ≫ 1 is also improbable to observe travel times ≪ α−1 so
that this time scale can be interpreted as a convenience time scale to use
a means of transport. Then we have the requirement β/α ≪ 1 since the
convenience time scale should be shorter than the fatigue time scale.
This implies that Tc ≃ T ∗ de�nes the typical travel time for the chosen trans-
port means. Therefore our aim is not only to consider the interpolation of
the empirical travel time distribution for pedestrian, bike, and private car
mobility using the model (3.11), but also to relate the parameter values to
peculiar features of each transport means in order to understand the role of
travel time as universal mobility energy. In particular, the comparison of the
empirical parameters for the di�erent transport means allows a better under-
standing of the relation between the statistical properties of urban mobility
and possible decision mechanisms at an individual level to build microscopic
models for multimodal mobility.

Results of the data analysis
The interpolation procedure based on the model (3.10) is performed �rst

estimating the parameter β from the exponential decaying and then comput-
ing the parameters of the hazard function by �xing α and Tc. Our aim is not
to provide an optimal interpolation but to show as the survival model (3.10)
can explain the main statistical features of the travel time distributions for
di�erent transport means.
In the table 3.9 we report the parameter values used for interpolating the
empirical distributions and the corresponding �gures are shown by �g. 3.25.

transport means time cost β−1 convenience time α−1 typical time Tc

pedestrians 18.9 min. 1.5 min. 5.5 min.
bikes 13.3 min. 2.6 min. 7. min.
cars HC 7.1 min. 1.7 min. 5.0 min.
cars MA 8.3 min. 1.7 min. 5.5 min.

Table 3.9: Interpolation parameters for the di�erent travel time distributions

We remark that in all the considered case the survival model provides a
pretty good interpolation of the empirical distributions: the main di�erence
in the parameter values are in the time cost which varies from 7.1 min. for
cars in HC up to 18.9 min. for pedestrians, whereas the other parameters
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.25: From (a) to (d), we show the empirical travel time distributions for
the pedestrian, bike, car HC, and car MA mobility with the proposed interpolation
using the survival model (3.10) with the parameter values reported in table 3.9.
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have similar values.
More precisely, the time cost for car mobility is small, 7− 8 minutes in both
cases, so the private means are perceived as convenient since they have a
smaller cost with respect to bike and pedestrian mobility. It is noteworthy
that convenience time scale α−1 = 1.7 min. is very short for the cars (in both
cases), and the distribution mode is T ∗ = 9.5 min. for cars HC and T ∗ = 11
min. for cars MA (slightly greater than Tc in both cases) suggesting the use
of cars for very short trips (this is also in agreement with the path length
distribution in �g. 3.24, where we do not obverse a clear drop-down of the
distribution at short path lengths for cars).
This can be the consequence of complex mobility performed by people for
which the car allows to ful�ll many daily activities which individually would
require short trips.
We �nally remark the similarity of the parameter values in the case of cars
HC and cars MA even if the average velocities are very di�erent in the two
cases (see table 3.8). This could be an indication of the universality of the
travel time cost for urban mobility.
We have also compared the empirical hazard function computed as de�ned as
the ratio p(T )/P (T ) between the distribution function p(T ) and the stopping
probability P (T ), with the theoretical hazard function π(T ) de�ned by eq.
(3.9). We remark as the hazard function (3.9) describes the behavior of
empirical curves correctly for short travel times in all the considered cases.
The almost exponential distribution of the car path lengths (see �g. 3.24) can
be explained since the convenience time scale is very short and the average
velocity is much smaller for short trips than for long trips, as shown in �g.
3.23. This apparent acceleration for long trips is the consequence of the
non-homogeneity of the underlying road network that allows individuals to
change their mobility strategy according to the trip length.
We remark that this e�ect is not present for the bike mobility since the
average velocity saturates at Vm = 3.5m/sec. (see 3.26) and the road network
is homogeneous for the bikes point of view.

The travel time distribution for bikes has a longer convenience time scale
and fatigue time scale so that the short trips are depressed in the travel
time distribution. This fact could be interpreted since the use of a bike is
chosen when trips are not too short (otherwise, one chooses to walk), but
then people ride the bicycle for a relatively long time (the distribution mode
is ≃ 17 min.). The rescaling of the travel times by the means value Tm (see
�g. 3.24) highlights as the distributions for pedestrians and private cars tend
to collapse, suggesting that bikes and cars are used to perform mobility with
di�erent time costs.
Finally, walking mobility is characterized by a short convenience time scale
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.26: Picture (a): comparison between the empirical hazard functions
p(T )/P (T ) (see eq. (3.10)) for the di�erent transport means (the circles corre-
spond to pedestrian mobility, the squares to bikes, the triangle up to the cars HC
and the triangle down to cars MA) with the theoretical hazard function (3.9) using
the parameters reported in table 3.9. The �uctuations observed in the car HC
points are due to the poor statistics when the travel time is long. Picture (b):
average velocity as a function of the trip lengths: the squares refer to the bike mo-
bility whereas the triangle down to the car MA mobility. The straight lines are the
result of the regression and show an asymptotic value of 3.5 m/sec. for the bikes
and a positive slope 3.4 × 10−4 sec.−1 for the cars. The little bumps of any 2 km
are due to the spatial discretization of the long trajectories in the dataset and the
limited dimension of the considered area so that some trajectories are truncated.
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but a long time cost (once one has decided to walk, the time required to
perform the mobility cannot be too little). The mode of the distribution is
at 9.3 min. less than the average value (see table 3.8) since Tc = 5.5 min. is
small. The peculiarity of the pedestrian travel time distribution is the long
time cost with short convenience time and typical time, whose values are
similar to that of the car mobility, denoting that people could choose to walk
to perform with a wide range of travel time also for health implications of
this activity.
As a matter of fact, the distribution mode values are very similar for all the
distributions. This could indicate the existence of a travel time budget related
to people's mobility in a city regardless of the speci�c transport means.

Conclusion
Multimodality mobility is a crucial issue for the realization of future smart

cities with low environmental impact. The main goal of this research is to
study the existence of universal statistical properties of multimodal mobility
taking advantage of the availability of GPS data for single mobility paths
and using di�erent transport means thanks to the information and commu-
nications technologies. This study was possible in the metropolitan area of
Bologna, where the app Bella Mossa collected data for six months during
2017 on bike and pedestrian mobility and where GPS data on private car
trajectories were collected for insurance reasons (Octo Telematics dataset).
Both the datasets may be a�ected by some bias since we do not control the
statistical sample. However, they are su�ciently big (≃ 104 citizens down-
loaded the Bella Mossa app and the OT dataset gives information on ≃ 5% of
the private car population in Bologna). We have analyzed the distributions
for the average velocities, path lengths, and times for the pedestrian, bike,
and cars mobility (in the last case, we distinguish between an HC tra�c,
where many restrictions to the circulation of private cars are applied, and
the MA where di�erent types of the road network are present).
The average velocity distributions allowed to con�rm the consistency of the
BM dataset where the users gave the classi�cation between pedestrian and
bike mobility. Furthermore, it pointed out as the congestion e�ects for tra�c
that are present in the dataset (see �g. 3.22) a�ect the average value but
not the shape of the velocity distribution. This result suggests that the av-
erage value for the velocity distribution is the only observable related to the
tra�c load at a macroscopic level and that the shape of distribution should
be related to the structure of the underlying road network. This is also
con�rmed by comparing the distributions for the normalized velocities that
highlight as the mobility in the MA of Bologna gives a di�erent distribution
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with respect to the pedestrian, bike, and car HC mobility that seem to have
a similar shape. A possible explanation is that the average velocity distri-
butions re�ect the heterogeneity of individual behaviors and the small-scale
structure of the road network in the HC. In contrast, in the MA, the distri-
bution is a�ected by the multilayer structure of the road network that allows
the realization of more complex mobility strategies. This is also con�rmed
by the dependence of the average velocity with respect to the path length
in the MA (see �g. 3.26), and it is in accordance with previous results [9].
The path length distribution is dominated by an exponential decaying for
all the transport means that is consistent with a Maximal Entropy Principle
for urban mobility and the existence of �nite mobility energy that de�ned
the average path length [6,41]. In particular, the car mobility has very short
path lengths (in the car HC, we estimate Lm ≃ 2km), suggesting that the
private cars are used to perform complex mobility that cannot be reduced
to origin-destination mobility, and that could be too much time consuming
if one would use public means.
Therefore we focus on the travel time distributions whose shape shows uni-
versal features for the di�erent transport means (see �g. 3.24) that could
re�ect both the existence of mobility energy (i.e., the travel time budget con-
cept [43]) and the individual behavior in the choice of the transport means.
We addressed the problem of studying universal statistical properties of mul-
timodal mobility by proposing a dynamical survival model based on three
observables associated with three-time scales of the model 3.10: the time
cost β−1, the convenience time α−1 and the typical time Tc. If the time cost
is directly related to mobility energy, the convenience time and the typical
time could be the e�ect of the individual decision process underlying the use
of one transport means. Our results show that the survival model can repro-
duce the statistical behavior of the travel time distributions su�ciently and
give an explanation for the collapse of the distributions for the bike mobility
and the car mobility (both in the HC and MA) when we normalized the
travel time by the average value Tm. Indeed the bike and car trips realize
the same mobility demand in Bologna, with di�erent time scales but a very
similar spatial scale.
The model shows that private cars are used for very short trips so that they
are convenient when many activities have to be performed. In contrast,
the bike has higher time and convenience costs and probably re�ects origin-
destination mobility. Pedestrian mobility is an alternative mobility with a
signi�cant time cost and essential health consequences for the quality of life
in the city. The energy required by the pedestrian mobility implies that the
normalized travel time distribution is more peaked near the mode value, that
is ≃ 1/2 of the time cost, whereas in the other cases, the mode values are
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near the time cost.
The proposed model could be helpful from di�erent points of view. The mea-
sure of the characteristic time scales for the di�erent transport means in a
city could help plan the future smart cities [1] quantifying some e�ects to be
considered in the realization of sustainable mobility and suggesting the best
practices. The microscopic urban mobility models could integrate the sur-
vival model to introduce a decision mechanism to mimic the citizen's choice
of transport means. Finally, speci�c governance policies (i.e., encouraging
the use of electric bikes) could be developed to change the parameter values
of the survival model as the bike time cost or the convenience time scale.
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Figure 3.27: Cartography of Emilia-Romagna Region

3.4 Simulation of car mobility: Emilia Romagna

During the last two years of the Ph.D. period, we started a collaboration with
the Emilia Romagna Region to develop a monitoring system for car mobility
on a regional scale. In this case, we are interested in simulating �uxes among
the cities. We used shared cartography with regional authorities, in which
the road network of the city center is neglected. In contrast, we kept the
highways, country provincial, and ring roads. The result is the cartography
shown in �gure 3.27.

Simulation inputs
In order to simulate the Emilia-Romagna car mobility, we used the soft-

ware described in section 2.3, using the Olivetti dataset (1.2.1) to modulate
the temporal demand of mobility between the cities and the MTS dataset
(1.2.2) for checking and optimization of model.
Analyzing the OD data, it is possible to obtain the average occurrences curve
for each Origin-Destination during a day on an hourly frequency. In order
to keep the global mobility behavior and, at the same time, reduce the com-
plexity of the model, we choose to consider the �rst N municipalities more
"actives" on average. We are selecting N=50 municipalities more or less
equally distributed among the 8 Emilia-Romagna provinces. The number of
municipalities is a parameter that could be changed and tuned in the valida-
tion phase.
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We used the 100% of the Olivetti information since in each simulation, we
obtain the temporal curves for the creation of 4 kinds of agents:

1. Between the most N active municipalities (≈ 49% of the global mobil-
ity)

2. From the most N active municipalities to random destination(≈ 17%
of the global mobility)

3. From random origin to the most N active municipalities (≈ 9% of the
global mobility)

4. Random Noise (≈ 25% of the global mobility): we obtained the tem-
poral behavior from the aggregation of the counting for those munic-
ipalities that fall outside the most N active municipalities. Since we
extracted the origin and destination randomly, taking into account the
ISTAT population of the area, the more the population, the higher the
probability.

After choosing the date and duration of the simulation, it is possible to
obtain a simulation visible in our interface (�gure 3.28 (a) is a screenshot of
the dynamical simulation), in which each blue point is an agent that is mov-
ing on the network with the behavior already discussed, intending to reach
the destination node assigned to him.
In the �gure 3.28 (b), we can observe a screenshot of a dynamical heatmap
of the same simulation: there is greater use of the road network in the prin-
cipal axes connecting Rimini to Piacenza at the expense of the roads lateral
arteries. This spatial distribution is precisely the behavior that we expected
from regional car mobility.

The toolchain
To simulate the mobility behavior as realistically as possible, we followed

the toolchain shown below:

1. Having available the OD data for a short period of time (from 01-01-20
to 31-03-20 ) we extracted the average OD matrix. This matrix is an
hourly timetable representing the average behavior, for each day of the
week, between couples of municipalities and couples of provinces (in
particular from provinces of neighboring regions to Emilia-Romagna
provinces to consider and simulate also the edge mobility).
In this way, we can have an average behavior with a generation of
agents for any simulation required, as shown above.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.28: (a) Screenshot of an example of simulation on the entire regional road
network. Each blue point represents an agent, the orange number and associated
poly represent the position of a coil. (b) Heatmap of the same simulation. The red
areas are those busiest; the light blue ones are those less busy.
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Figure 3.29: Spatial distribution of coils on the region: red ones are the selected
validation coils, blue ones are the test coils.

2. In order to improve our simulation, we select some coils that will be
the validation barriers; the other will be used just for the test. In �gure
3.29 it is possible to observe the spatial distribution of coils: in blue
are represented all the test coils, in red the validation ones.

We made this selection considering the activity of coils according to an
equal distribution among the provinces.
Then, we run the simulation using average OD behavior as input, and
we obtain the simulated curve in correspondence of the poly associated
to validation coils as shown in �gure 3.30.
Before any �tting, the trends of curves, although the simulation under-
estimates the observations, are very consistent, and the only usage of
OD mobility demand as input reproduces the typical circadian rhythm
of daily mobility. In order to measure the distance between simulation
and empirical curves, we measured the ratio between the two areas.

At this point, we can:

� Improve the shape of the curve changing the global parameter of
simulation like how much the users can make mistakes, how im-
portant is the length of the path or the duration of this in the
best path selection, the value of the critical density and speed, or
even the distribution and the average of initial agent's speed. For
example, in the case of 3.30 the simulated pick cannot be high as
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of simulated and real people crossing the coil 383. The
crossings are disaggregated by direction; in particular, 0 corresponds with IN and
1 with OUT. Orange and blue are observed data; red and green are simulated ones.
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that observed. We ran a scan of parameters and discovered that it
is possible to modulate the high of the pick of occurrences in gen-
eral with a di�erent value of critical density. In particular, using
the average di�erence between real and synthetic curves recorded
on the coils as a cost function to minimize, we found a critical
density of 0.714.

� Improve the high of these curves by increasing or decreasing the
mobility demand for OD municipalities that most in�uence a par-
ticular coil. Then we �rst performed a pre-analysis in which we
identi�ed the couple whose increasing mobility implies the increase
in the simulated coils. For each OD couple we generated a sim-
ulation with the vehicle �ow increased by a factor of 10 exclu-
sively for the couple considered. We observed that the variation
of the recorded �ow mainly a�ected single coils. Then we ver-
ify if the correlation between the input �ow augmentation and
those recorded on synthetic coil is linear. We report this relation
for a single coil, for example, in �gure 3.31. We observe that,
except for the small �uctuations due to the random noise, the
ratio of areas between the augmented state and the initial state
linearly increases with the multiplication factor. The last is the
value used to multiply the entire timetable for the speci�c couple
source-destination that in�uences the coil 383.

In the end, it is possible to interpolate the curve for both directions
of each coil and store this information. This step is done just one
time, and it is included in the preprocessing phase, followed by
the request of any simulation. The results of the augmentation
step are well summarized in the �gure 3.32, in which each point
represents the synthetic versus the real area measured in a day by
a coil of validation. For the same date, we can observe the top
�gure about the initial situation (without any correction) and the
bottom one after the augmentation. The majority of coils reveal
an excellent match between simulated and observed data.

3. Then, we set the best parameters at this point, and we know the coef-
�cients useful to modulate the high of the curve.
When we request a speci�c simulation (with a �xed date and duration),
the software acts in 2 steps:

(a) Generation of the con�guration �le in which are present
all the needed information about sources, attractions, global and
user's parameters. So we know the average behavior in corre-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.31: The ratio of areas between the augmented state and the initial state
as a function of a multiplication factor with which the entire agent timetable was
multiplied. One can observe a linear relation. IN and OUT tags refer to the two
directions of travel.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.32: Synthetic versus real area measured in the 17-02-2020 by each vali-
dation coil. (a) The simulation before any process of correction. We can note a
spread distribution of points; therefore, there exist coils that overestimate and coils
that underestimate. (b) The same simulation with the pre-process of augmenta-
tion: most coils are distributed along the line with slope 1, revealing an excellent
match between simulated and observed data.
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spondence of the validation barriers (that means the number of
crossings versus time) and the same behavior recorded by the MTS
system for the speci�c simulation date. Then, using the interpo-
lation parameters previously �tted, it is possible to immediately
calculate the multiplication factor for each sensitive OD pair and,
therefore, multiply that source by the obtained value.
During this phase, the opening hours of attractions for the spe-
ci�c simulation time are checked, and the tourist agendas were ex-
tracted considering the total weights of available attractions and
the required length distribution of paths.

(b) Run of simulation with the con�guration �le produced in the
previous step. During the simulation, all the dynamics introduced
in 2.3 act. It is possible to dump some information like the timed
crossings of each poly or barrier or some global statistical informa-
tion about the agent's dynamic. In this way, we can obtain some
comparisons like those we saw above. We report in �gure 3.33
the evolution of crossings over time across two di�erent streets in
a speci�c direction. We can observe like the real data (the solid
blue line) and simulated data (the dotted orange one) have a good
match. This match happens for the majority of validation coils,
as we can see in 3.32 in a single glance.

Conclusion and next steps
The state-of-the-art allows us to obtain a simulation for any given date

and any time interval. If MTS data are available for that date, the model
behavior �ts the stored data; otherwise, it �ts the average MTS data for
that speci�c day of the week. Once we know the number of the crossings
during the simulation, it is possible to show the entire network highlighting
the discrepancies in the use of the street. In �gure 3.34 we can observe these
results for a simulation of 17-02-2020 from 00:00 to 23:59 of the same date.

The color code depends on the range of quantile in which the counter of
crossing is. Once again, we can note that the main axes connecting Rimini
to Piacenza and the access roads to the main towns are widely used at the
expanse of the road lateral arteries.

As we observed in the �gure 3.32, although the majority of validation coils
match the simulated data, there exists some of these that continue to be dis-
tant from the bisector line (indicating a perfect match between simulated
and real areas). In addition, we have a signal collected by other coils, called
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.33: (a) Comparison of real and simulated evolution of crossing through the
coil 323 during the 17-02-2020. (b) Comparison of real and simulated evolution of
crossing through the coil 334 during the 17-02-2020. The solid blue line represents
the real data; instead, the dotted orange line is the simulated one.
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Figure 3.34: Map of Emilia Romagna with network color-coded according to the
number of the crossings during a simulation (00:00 - 23:59 of the 17-02-2020). The
color code depends on the range of quantile, as it is shown in the legend.

coils of the test. Observing the comparison in these coils, we will introduce a
post-process algorithm performing a local correction with a consequent error
propagation along the neighborhood streets. We can propagate the error by
increasing and reducing the number of agents in the connected street accord-
ing to their weight. The latter could be determined like the ratio between
the poly crossings and the sum of crossings along all the possible adjacent
streets.

The interaction and comparison of the simulated results with other kinds
of data can be bene�cial to analyze and correct the distribution of �uxes
on the streets not monitored with a coil. As already mentioned, data com-
ing from alarm tracking systems can add information about the ranking of
streets' or path's importance and then change the path chosen by the agents.
In addition, the merge between the available Regional network and the OSM
one can be complicated, especially in terms of directions of traveling and
forbidden turns: the interaction with GPS tracks analysis could correct this
lack of information and give more realism to the simulations.

Finally, to make the interaction easier with the regional bodies concerned,
infrastructure has been developed. These exhibit the model through WebAPI
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with the possibility of real-time data usage coming from a database for now-
casting and/or forecasting.
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Chapter A

Additional information on Section 3.1

The map in �g. A.1 highlights the main areas of interest in the Venice histor-
ical center(red circles). These areas are correlated with the mobility demand
of tourist �ows, and they have been considered to study pedestrian mobility
in Venice.
We also recall that the mobility paths are strongly conditioned by the loca-
tion of the main bridges (Ponte di Rialto, Ponte dell'Accademia, Ponte della
Costituzione) that allow crossing the channels. The Ponte del Redentore is

Figure A.1: Map of the historical center of Venice: the red circles enclose the main
areas of interest whose name is highlighted and that have been considered in the
mobility analysis discussed. We have also pointed out the location of Redentore
bridge, which is a �oating bridge connecting the Giudecca island with the opposite
river during the Festa del Redentore.
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a �oating bridge that is placed during July 15 (we show its location on the
map), and it is crossed by a large number of people interested in the �rework
show. We have taken advantage of this large pedestrian �ow to estimate
the monitored devices' sample penetration by directly counting the people
moving in the opposite directions. The people counting was performed by
volunteers coordinated by CORILA (www.corila.it).
Finally, we remark that the main entry points in the historical center are
the train station and the parking area at the end of the highway (Piazzale
Roma), shown in the top-left part of the map A.1.
The GPS dataset on the mobile devices is proprietary to the Italian mo-
bile phone company TIM. According to the privacy law, the GPS data are
recorded anonymously (see the section below for more details). Access to
data is possible on request to the TIM company. The initial database refers
to ≃ 5% of the entire population of mobile devices, and the ID of each device
changes every 24 hours. Using the GPS datasets for the selected events, we
succeeded in extracting the daily mobility paths of ≃ 3000 of devices that
have been used to perform the statistical analysis discussed in the third para-
graph.
The average length < s > of the daily paths as a function of the daily mobil-
ity time is computed by a moving average over 100 paths ordered according
to the mobility time. Due to the variability of the individual mobility, the
distribution of < s > di�ers substantially from the exponential distribution
suggested in �g. 3.6. The empirical distribution of < s > for the two datasets
is plotted in the Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Distribution of the average mobility s̄ for the Carnival dataset (left)
and the Festa del Redentore dataset (right).

We observe as the approximation with a constant distribution in a �nite
space interval is consistent with the empirical distribution of < s >, justify-
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ing the derivation of eq.3.4 to model the rest time e�ect on mobility. This
result could be explained by the heterogeneity of the observed population in
which people with very di�erent mobility propensities (e.g., young and older
people) are present. Nevertheless, the empirical law < s >∝ tα with α ≃ 1/2
emerges as an average behavior of pedestrians moving in Venice.
Once we have established a robust criterion to assign to each road its time-
dependent oriented pedestrian �ow, we apply an algorithm to select the rele-
vant mobility subnetworks from the whole road network of Venice. We de�ne
a relevant subnetwork as a connected subnetwork that explains a consider-
able fraction of the observed mobility.
We brie�y sketch the core algorithm properties, whose properties will be dis-
cussed in detail in future works. Starting from the previously evaluated daily
�ows for each road, we order the roads according to the observed �ows in a
decreasing way. The algorithm scrolls down the list, adding the road to a
temporary list. At every step, a 'pruning process' starts on the selected roads
cutting the isolated roads in order to get a connected subnetwork. Therefore,
the number of nodes of the subnetwork increases discontinuously: when we
add a new road in the list, connecting several previously selected roads.
This behavior is illustrated in the �gure A.3. The procedure is carried out

Figure A.3: Number of nodes of the selected subnetwork by our algorithm (vertical
axis) as a function of the number of input nodes of the original network (horizontal
axis).

iteratively, and the escape condition is obtained once a certain threshold of
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Figure A.4: From top-left to right-bottom, we plot four mobility subnetworks
with increasing number of roads, selected by the our algorithm using the Carnival
dataset.

the subnetwork node number is reached. After several parametric scans, we
found that choosing about 10% of the nodes in the whole Venice road network
is the best result for our purposes. In the �gures A.4 we show four consec-
utive selected subnetworks in the case of the Carnival dataset to illustrate
how the algorithm operates.

Dataset detailed description
The MDT function ensures that the GPS coordinates are also shown to-

gether with the radio measurements typical of the radio access network. The
latter may be valid/invalid and accurate depending on the availability of the
GPS satellites by the UE.
The MDT data reported from UEs and the RAN may be used to monitor and
detect coverage problems in the network. The data collected by the UE are
sent during the reporting phase (RRC) and do not a�ect the pricing to the
customer in any way. The data processed in this way are aggregated, in an
anonymized form, to provide information on the quality of the network with
a geographical indication of the areas with the greatest problems and which
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must be optimized. Therefore, the data are purely statistical to achieve the
desired improvements, protecting the individual's information.
There are two ways to collect MDT data:

1) Immediate MDT: MDT functionality involving measurements per-
formed by the UE in a CONNECTED state and reporting the measurements
to eNB/RNC available at the time of reporting condition and measurements
by the network for MDT purposes.

2) Logged MDT: MDT functionality involving measurement logging by
UE in IDLE mode, CELL_PCH, URA_PCH states, and CELL_FACH state
when second DRX cycle is used (when UE is in UTRA) for reporting to
eNB/RNC at a later point in time, and logging of MBSFN measurements by
E-UTRA UE in IDLE and CONNECTED modes.
For Immediate MDT, the UE provides detailed location information (e.g.,
GNSS location information) if available. The UE also provides available
neighbor cell measurement information that may be used to determine the
UE location (RF �ngerprint). ECGI or Cell-Id of the serving cell when the
measurement was taken is always assumed known in E-UTRAN or UTRAN,
respectively. The reported location information in consists of:

1. Latitude, longitude (mandatory)

2. Altitude (conditional on availability)

3. Velocity (conditional on availability)

4. Uncertainty (conditional on availability)

5. Con�dence (conditional on availability)

6. Direction (conditional on availability).

Detailed location information (e.g., GNSS location information) is included
if available in the UE when the measurement was taken. If detailed location
information is available, the reporting shall consist of latitude and longitude.
Depending on availability, altitude, uncertainty, and con�dence may also be
additionally included.

Abbreviation
DRX Discontinuous Reception

ECGI E-UTRAN Cell Global Identi�er
eNB Evolved NodeB
E-UTRA Evolved UTRA
E-UTRAN Evolved UTRAN
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FACH Forward Access CHannel
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System
GSMA GSM (Groupe Spéciale Mobile) Association
IP Internet Protocol
LTE Long Term Evolution
MDT Minimization of Drive-Tests
PCH Paging Channel
RAN radio access network
RNC Radio Network Controller
RRC Radio Resource Control
URA UTRAN Registration Area
UTRA Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
UTRAN Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network
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